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Indianapolis neighborhoods are great places to live, work, worship and raise a family. As our
neighborhoods continue to grow and change, we must continually work together to nurture new leaders
that step forward, building upon the resources that already exist in each of our communities. Through
this work, we are encouraging all of our neighbors to play an active role in designing the future of our
community.
We are all interested in making our neighborhoods, our city, stronger. We want to get to know our
neighbors, and work in partnership to design and work toward our goals. In order to ensure a plan that
stands the test of time, it is important that as many people as possible who have a stake in our neighborhood,
are engaged and at the table, ready to help design that plan.
That’s what this book is about. It’s an easy to follow guidebook full of practical tools to help you and your
neighbors organize, as more and more people get excited about the future of our neighborhoods. The
lessons, tips, and stories found in this workbook will help you as you work together to envision your
neighborhood, and work to achieve that vision.
How many times have you been a part of a meeting or process that was dull and seemed like you were just
there to give consent to what the ‘expert’ has come up with? Did you feel that you were just there to check
the “Neighborhood Input” box? As stakeholders in our community, it is up to neighbors to assume the
leadership role in developing the roadmap for their community, and to put them into action.
The goal of this book is not to tell you to “fix” neighborhood problems, but to demonstrate how to recognize
the assets, to provide the lessons and to empower our communities so that we can build our communities
and neighborhoods for ourselves. As you explore this workbook, you’ll read about neighbors from across
this city, connecting with one another and making real, lasting change in their community.
We’ve heard from neighbors literally across the globe who have found this book helpful as they work with
communities. (In fact, you’ll notice quotes from some of them on this page!)
We hope you enjoy our 2nd edition of the Organizer’s Workbook. It contains additional information about
tools, as well as updated stories about Indianapolis neighborhood successes. Please keep in touch, share
your stories, successes and expertise!
And remember -- all along the way throughout your journey, INRC is here to help! Please don’t hesitate to
contact us at 317-920-0330 or at www.inrc.org for support to more tips, coaching, best practices, and more,
as your neighborhood moves from good to great.
Yours in Neighborhood Development,

INRC
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How you perceive the neighborhood that you live or work in is going to
profoundly influence the way that you act. Typically a neighborhood is
seen from the perspective of its largest deficits. “That is a dangerous
neighborhood”, “That neighborhood looks trashy”, “There is a lot of
poverty in that community.” How many times have you heard that as
a first description of a neighborhood? We all know about the negative
things that are a part of our community, but, on the other side of every
deficit, is an asset begging for some attention. Asset-Based Community
Development (ABCD) is intentional about keeping our focus on those
assets and celebrating what is right with our community. You will notice
that as people begin to talk about the positive things in the community,
when they are encouraged to talk about what is working, when they learn
of all the great resources that are in their neighborhood (and in some
cases have always been available in their neighborhood), the energy level
will exponentially increase.
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What do you see in this Glass?
Asset-Based Community Development is not something that you whip out
of your “tool bag” when you cannot seem to solve the problem with which
you are faced. It is a complete shift in the way you approach the work
you do, the people with whom you are working, and the communities that
you are trying to organize. At its most basic level, it is like the old lesson
of the half-full/half-empty glass. When you look at the glass, what do you
see? The normal “answer” to that question is that if you say half-full, you
are a positive thinking person and if you say half-empty, you are a negative
thinking person.
There is probably some truth in that, but the real
answer is that it is both. The glass is both
half-full and half-empty. This is a simple
yet dynamic way to think about all of
us. We all have a half-full side: our gifts,
skills, passions and talents. But we also all
have our half-empty side: our deficiencies,
problems and bad habits. Imagine for a
moment that you were asked to write
down on a note card the thing about
yourself that you hate the most… that one
thing that you are even embarrassed to
talk about with family. For most people it
would be difficult to even write it down.
Now, what if you were asked to tape it to
your chest and walk around with it there
for the rest of the day. Not interested?
Why? Probably because you understand
that one thing does not define who you are.
There are many things about yourself that
would tell a much better story about who
you are. How many times have you judged
somebody for one bad trait? We have all done
it. We are trained to do it. Should a single
mom be defined by her “single momness”?
Should you define someone who is blind by their
blindness? Is that all that they are? Of course
not.
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Our communities fall into this same category. In every community there
are problems and issues. These tend to be well-documented by the media,
universities, and the social service industry. A neighborhood’s problems
are well-defined: crime, drugs, low graduation rates, broken families, etc.
The list is seemingly endless, depending on the community you live in. But
is that it? Is that the only thing that defines your community? Of course
not. John McKnight and Jody Kretzmann of the Asset Based Community
Development Institute (http://www.abcdinstitute.org) talk about this by
using two maps, a needs map and an asset map. Take a look at the needs
map.
Is that your neighborhood? Are these the
things that define your community? Is
that the whole story? The quandary
that exists is that all or most
of those things exist in our
neighborhoods, but it is not
the whole story. It is the story you
hear on the news, or even at many
neighborhood meetings. Who is
going to tell the other part of the
story? What is the other half of
the story… the full half of the
glass? Now take a look at
the asset map.
Is that your neighborhood? Does
this map help complete the story?
These are the assets that are in your
community. Every neighborhood has
them. The problem is that we are so
focused on what is wrong that they too
easily become overshadowed. To focus
on these assets, to be the one who tells
the story of what is going right with
your community, is the true work of
the organizer. Exploiting the anger
in somebody is an effective
way to organize them for the
short-term. Giving them hope,
showing them all of the great things
that neighbors are already doing, will
organize them for the long haul.

Neighborhood Needs

UNEMPLOYMENT

TRUANCY

BROKEN
FAMILIES

SLUM
HOUSING
GRAFITTI

GANGS

CHILD
ABUSE
CRIME

ILLITERACY

MENTAL
DISABILITY

WELFARE RECIPIENTS
LEAD POISONING
DROPOUTS

Community Assets
BUSINESSES

SCHOOLS

PLACES OF
WORSHIP

BLOCK
CLUBS

INCOME
ARTISTS

PARKS

YOUTH
ELDERLY

LABELLED
PEOPLE

LIBRARIES

CULTURAL GROUPS
HOSPITALS
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
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The Asset Map
If you will notice, the asset map is broken into areas. It is very important
to start at the center. The center of every community is the people that
live there. Individuals should be the focus of anything that
is done. It was mentioned before that each person has a full
half and an empty half. The full half is what we are concerned
with. Every person has skills, talents, gifts and passions that
can be used for the community if they were known and the
person was asked if s/he would be willing to use them. How
can we find out what these gifts and talents are? We ask,
of course. This has been done in a number of ways. The
most effective way is that people simply get to know their
neighbors. As these relationships form, it will become evident what skills
and talents exist. Other ways that this has been done are skills inventories.
People are asked to complete a questionnaire that begins the process of
inventorying what they are good at, what they would be willing to teach
and what they would be willing to learn.
Another way to find out about your neighbor’s gifts, skills, and talents
is to designate someone as the collector of this kind of information. In
the Mapleton Fall Creek neighborhood, the folks at Broadway United
Methodist church designated De’Amon Harges as the “Roving Listener”.
As you’ll read more about in the section on Communication, his task is to
roam throughout the neighborhood talking and, more importantly, listening
to what neighbors’ interests and skills are. He works to connect people
in the neighborhood based on those interests and skills. This is a way to
not only find the information that you are looking for, but also to build the
network of connections in the neighborhood.
The second area of the asset map that you should focus on is the
associations that exist in every single community. What are
these associations? Typically within ABCD, a circle is used to
symbolize associations. An association is any group of people
that come together because of a shared interest or because
of a common cause. What are some of the associations in
your community?

The use of associations for organizing a community can be
traced back to the beginning of the United States. But, it
was Saul Alinsky, in his organizing of the Back of the Yards
Neighborhood in Chicago, where this idea was demonstrated.
His insight was that the residents of this community
were already very organized through the churches, labor
unions, social athletic clubs, political parties, or fraternal
organizations. These associations of people already existed
and it was something that could be used.
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Your neighbors are already organized in various ways. You do not have to
recreate the wheel. You may think that your community does not have
these organized associations. They are there. You may have to dig deep to
find them. A study conducted by the ABCD Institute showed that even in
one of the poorest areas of Chicago, the Grand Boulevard Neighborhood,
there were over 200 associations that were actively meeting (Kretzmann,
McKnight, & Turner, 1996). The work of connecting some of these 200+
associations displays endless possibilities of improving the community.
How do you begin to identify all of the associations in your community?
Start with yours! Take a few minutes and jot down all of the groups that
you are involved with. What about the ones that your friends and family
are involved in? Your list will grow very fast (refer to INRC’s website at
www.inrc.org for help identifying existing associations). You’ve begun to
develop a good list, but now what? If that is as far as you go your list is
almost worthless. Go out and talk to them. Why do they exist? What
are they doing currently? What are they willing to do if asked? Begin to
connect groups that seem to have similar missions or interests. Begin to
communicate all that is going on in the community with these groups and
see if they fit in somewhere. How can a gardening club or a senior citizens
group be a resource to the local little league? How could a knitting circle
or a church choir be a resource to the local elementary school? The
connections and the possibilities that arise are endless … but, someone or
some group of people needs to help weave those relationships.
The third area that is important to a community is the institutions that
support or call your community home. These could be businesses, local
government, large and small non-profit organizations, schools, hospitals,
libraries, etc. All of these institutions could have space, expertise, buying
power, employment opportunities and many more great things that are a
strong asset to your community.
A taskforce of neighbors and various community partners came together
to revitalize one of the city’s greatest natural assets, Fall Creek. Destination
Fall Creek (DFC) is a collaborative effort to transform Fall Creek into a
recreational, residential and commercial destination with access to art,
nature and beauty for every citizen, every day. The taskforce created
a vision plan which identified key opportunities areas along Fall
Creek and action steps to guide the revitalization effort. As the
lead partner, Mapleton-Fall Creek Development Corporation
(MFCDC) has served as a community advocate and is executing the plan by
promoting a collective identity, highlighting community assets, and fostering
connections among people and across cultures.
The intersection of Delaware Street and Fall Creek Parkway, once known
as The Spider, has been DFC’s greatest success. The intersection was
notorious for its confusing traffic patterns, disconnected park land and
an absence of crosswalks. In collaboration with Mid-North residents, the
Indianapolis Department of Public Works, Citizens Energy Group, and
Green 3, MFCDC has leveraged support to transform the location to a
safe and inviting neighborhood destination. The transformation includes the
installation of crosswalks, ecological education site, pedestrian signals, a
neighborhood greenway, heritage trees and a public art installation.
Organizer’s Workbook
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DFC directly impacts the well-being of over 20,000 residents living in
surrounding neighborhoods and potentially thousands more visitors to the
area. Studies show walkable communities, access to green space and an
increased social capital in a neighborhood enhance the well-being of those
who live and visit the area. Neighbors have played key roles in both the
planning and implementation efforts.
The annual event, Celebration Fall Creek has been an opportunity for the
community to learn about the Fall Creek ecology, celebrate the progress
of DFC, and connect with neighbors. Each year, the event features food,
music, games, water quality demonstrations, nature walks and much more.
In 2014, attendees selected Silver Fall by local artist Scott Westphal as the
public art piece to be installed at the Delaware Street Gateway.
The fourth area of our map is the Physical Space or Land that is so
important to any community. It could be the obvious, like the parks or
greenways, or the less-than-obvious assets like parking lots or abandoned
houses. All of these are tremendous assets and opportunities for
communities. In keeping with our theme, all of the negative issues that exist
with our land are well-documented; your job is to look at the potential
and the opportunities that exist in these spaces. To find a block with 5
or 6 abandoned homes could be looked at as a deficiency, a severe crime
problem, or just more examples of disinvestment. It could also be looked at
as a wonderful opportunity for large scale development or an opportunity
for a community development corporation to develop affordable housing.
Hidden behind shrubs, trees and trash, Indianapolis’ waterways are often
overlooked as natural assets and places of beauty in our city. Similarly,
dedicated and generous community members work hard to celebrate
their neighborhoods, but often struggle to gain access to resources and
connections that would allow them to thrive. One initiative working
together to address both of these forgotten assets is a group of folks called
Reconnecting to Our Waterways.
Molly Trueblood has been involved in the Reconnecting to Our Waterways
(ROW) collective impact initiative since her second AmeriCorps Public Allies
Indianapolis term. “I have seen the leaders in the initiative learn to work with
community members to advance both waterway and community goals. This has
required listening, empathy, compromise, and sharing dreams, on both sides. We
have had difficulties coming together, but the initiative has truly made a positive
difference in many communities, including my neighborhood on the northwest side.”
The Canal runs parallel to the White River through Indianapolis, and in
some places has a trail running next to it for recreation and transportation.
However, in some neighborhoods, the Canal doesn’t have a trail, is
overgrown, and is inaccessible to most neighbors. It can be difficult to
identify with this waterway that doesn’t seem like it’s for neighbors. In
order to change that perception, there is a lot of work to do. In addition to
improving accessibility to the waterway, the community’s perception of it
and how each neighbor relates to it, also must change.
By working with the Northwest Area Quality of Life Plan team, Groundwork
Indy, and a neighborhood artist team called The Learning Tree, the Canal
8
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waterway committee has worked tirelessly to create a neighborhood-serving
project that truly celebrates some of the area’s greatest social and ecological
aspects. The group didn’t arrive here without challenges, including honest
conversations about race, poverty, and gentrification; however, these issues
became the group’s assets when they faced them head on together.
To truly serve the neighborhood, project managers, team members,
community members, and ROW leaders had to understand how a
neighborhood’s assets could be put to better use. This includes another
one of the area’s waterways, the White River, which can be used to
help youth experience water and appreciate its power and beauty. It
also includes celebrating neighborhood talents in the way that really
acknowledges their unique unifying power. Finally, it has meant using a
culture of block parties, cook-outs, and one-on-one conversations to
reach neighbors who otherwise wouldn’t learn about the project. It takes
everyone listening, looking, and learning how to turn challenges into
opportunities with what assets are already in place.
So far, the group has gotten kids on the river, has many neighborhood
artists working together on a creative reuse project, creating a labyrinth,
and they have reached a new group of neighbors that can contribute their
skills to the project. Adds Molly: “But our biggest success has been unifying
our group, celebrating the gifts and talents of everyone involved, and believing in a
brighter future for ourselves and our waterways.”
The final area that makes up our asset map is the exchange that happens
in our community. One way to explain this is the number of times a dollar
can circulate through your community, without escaping. Think about
the money you spend on a weekly basis. How much of it is spent in the
neighborhood? Does it stay in the community longer if it is spent at a
local independent business or a franchise of a national retailer? Do your
local businesses hire and buy locally? Many communities throughout the
country are working on these issues of exchange. “Buy Local” campaigns
and co-operatives are gaining momentum. Rabble Coffee opened in
August 2015 at 2119 E. 10th Street. Rabble is dedicated to serving excellent
and affordable coffee and food to their Near East neighborhoods in a
coffeehouse scene that makes everybody feel at home. They participate
in positive community building by sponsoring and personally promoting
local causes they believe in. They also partner with Trade School Indy,
a nonprofit that facilitates classes at Rabble after hours, open to the
public and paid for using a barter system. Think of it as your friendly
neighborhood coffeehouse by day and community learning space by night.

“How can you possibly know
what you need until you
figure out what you have?”
John McKnight

From community building to arts and culture, a variety of conversations are
had at Rabble Coffee. On a busy morning, this space becomes a cacophony of
conversation and laughter. On some nights, such as during their monthly Art
Speak event, the space is converted into a small theater where an audience
of about 35 listen intently as a local artist shares and discusses their work.
Rabble also hosts a monthly standup comedy show, a storytelling event, a
poetry open mic, live music for kids, an occasional movie night, and a game
night.
Serving Near East Indy is Rabble’s pleasure as the shop’s proprietor, Josie,
exemplifies every day.
Organizer’s Workbook
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Campfires or Third Places
One of the most important ways to build relationships in a community is
to have those places that are safe for neighbors to come together. You
can think of them as community campfires. These are gathering places
where neighbors can connect, share stories, and begin to rebuild that
social capital that so many think are eroding. Use the metaphor that Ray
Oldenburg uses in his works about the “Third Place” (Oldenburg, 2002).
He says that our home is our first place and that our work is our second
place (2002). This leaves all the other places where we spend time
with others as the Third Place (2002). He is convinced that these
third places are vital to “construct the infrastructures of human
relationships,” (2002, p. 2).
An important job of an organizer is to ensure that such places
are identified, and that neighbors are aware of them. Millersville
at Fall Creek Valley was formed in 2009 to preserve and promote the
community’s natural beauty, history and diverse neighborhoods. Their first
project, funded through an INRC IMAGINE grant, was a neighborhood
tour; neighbors got to know each other, learned Millersville’s history,
and began to take action. Next came summer band concerts and a Café
Market. Through beautification projects, trees were planted and lane
dividers became flowering medians. A large pond along a trail, and near the
community’s shopping center, was transformed into the Millersville at Fall
Creek Preserve. In August 2016, a sculpture was dedicated in the Preserve.
This “third place” which began as a vacant strip of land, is now a beautiful,
sustainable, welcoming park for all to enjoy.

The Battle for Language
Be aware that, just because the language of assets is used, it may be
covering up the same old needs-based work. Something that
has become prevalent in recent years is the co-opting
of the language of asset-based work, or strengthsbased work, as some fields call it. While
the practice has not changed, the
language used would make you
think that the practice had
changed.
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An asset in the Fletcher Place Neighborhood is the”Bucket Brigade,” led by
resident Bill Lovejoy, which waters the two flower beds and all of the trees.
Members of the team water each weekend from May through October.
Each tree needs 15 gallons of water, delivered by filling and carrying 5-gallon
buckets. The flower beds need at least half an hour of watering by sprinkler
each week. The neighborhood association pays the monthly water bills for
the homeowners to the west and the town home association to the south.

Real Life
Scenario

In addition, the Fletcher Place Neighborhood, “Sustain Gang”, led by
resident Jeff Brown, meets monthly in the spring, summer and fall to
maintain and care for the green spaces. Residents from all parts of the
neighborhood weed, mulch, pick up litter, and complete any other required
tasks. Although not initially envisioned as a gathering place, the sites’
monthly maintenance serves as an opportunity for neighbors to chat and
swap stories.

Tips
Wh e n t h i n kin g abou t yo u r com m u ni t y,
a lwa ys b e t h i n kin g abou t t h e con n ec tion
s
tha t a re poss i b l e.
Fin d t h e peo p l e i n t h e n eigh bo rho od tha
t
a re con n ecte d to a n u m b e r of d iffe ren t
gro ups . Pu l l t h e m i n an d ha v e t h e m h
elp
yo u bra insto rm poss i b l e con n ec tion s .

Ha v e a n en t re p re n e u ria l s p i rit w h e n
it
com es to com m u ni t y poss i b i li t ies . Do not
disc ard som e t h in g tha t s e ems l i k e a “cra
zy”
i dea .

Organizer’s Workbook
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As you have been going through this section you have been introduced to the idea of Asset
Mapping. Asset Mapping is the pulling together of your community’s assets into a usable
format. The important thing to remember is that the data collection that is involved in the
mapping process is only the start. If you do not do anything else, it will not organize your
community. It is just words on paper. The real work of Asset Mapping occurs when you
begin to make those connections. Linking the Senior Citizens group to the Little League is
where the magic begins to happen.
Putting together a good Asset Map
will require a knowledgeable group
of neighbors that can help you
identify everything. As a group,
begin to fill out the blank form
provided as best as possible.
Remember that an Asset Map
is never finished. You will
continue to add and subtract
things from the map as time
goes on. Let’s begin to
construct an asset map
for your community.
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Community
Organizing

When we decided to develop this handbook, we agreed that the concept
of a community organizer would be something that may need some
explanation. The word “organizer” may conjure up negative images,
but those images are not the reality. A community organizer is a
person who listens to and mobilizes people to make their community
a better place. Some people may call this a community builder or a
community coordinator. In this section, you will learn about the history
of community organizing. You will also be introduced to some tools and
strategies that can help you organize your community.
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The History of the Profession
One could probably trace the history of community organizing in the
United States back to the earliest days of the country. You can get
some great insights into this in Tocqueville’s masterpiece, “Democracy
in America” (Tocqueville, 2003). In this view of life in America in 1831,
Tocqueville wrote about how, in America, people would not wait for
the government or some authorized agent to come and fix all of their
issues; rather, they pulled themselves together into small voluntary clubs,
or associations, and took care of it themselves (2003). He told stories
of small towns in America having issues getting around in town, so they
decided to build sidewalks from building to building (2003). They came
together as neighbors to improve their quality of life. Sound familiar?
Fast forward about a hundred years to who many people regard as the
father of community organizing, Saul Alinsky. Saul is most famous for his
work in organizing what many people believe to be the first community
organization, the Back of the Yards Neighborhood Council in Chicago.
His insight was that people are already organized, and that the real
work was to use their self-interests to build an organization of
organizations that could come together when there was an issue that
could benefit those shared interests. In Back of the Yards, Alinsky
was able to organize the labor unions, the Catholic Church and
many other associations to win bargaining rights for the union, and
to provide thousands of hot meals every day for the children of
the neighborhood. Alinsky documented his ideas and what
he learned in Chicago into what many people believe is
the single best resource for young organizers, “Reveille
for Radicals” (Alinsky, 1989a). Alinsky continued to
organize groups in Chicago and around the country. He
helped found the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF) as
a training school for young organizers who wanted to
learn the trade.
Alinsky’s style is often criticized for the tactics that he
used and for the way he used controversy as a change agent.
His defense was that controversy and organized people were the
only way that those with power would ever concede.
Alinsky wrote a follow-up book, “Rules for Radicals.” (Alinsky, 1989b) The
IAF and other training schools who offer programs based from Alinsky’s
work have influenced just about every community organizer in the country,
including John McKnight and Jody Kretzmann, the co-founders of the AssetBased Community Development philosophy.

14
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Let’s Get to Work
Core to what a community organizer needs to do is build
relationships. If you do not know the people that you are trying to
organize, you will be fighting a losing battle. It is important to build
relationships with all the people in the community. This includes,
first and foremost, the neighbors who may be disenfranchised, or
have never had their voice listened to. Find out what they are
interested in. Find out what it is that will make them want to act.
Once you know what makes them want to act, connect them with
other people who feel the same way.

!

Alinsky-style organizing would have you go door-to-door asking
people what it is that is wrong with their community. Once
you find enough people with the same problems, then you
organize around that. This kind of strategy can and has been
very effective, but it is not the only answer. Sometimes “us
versus them” is not the only approach available. Organizing
from an asset-based approach would have you start by taking
the time to learn what is working or what is going right and organizing
around that. Find out what your neighbors dreams or desires are. As
De’Amon Harges likes to say, “What is it that will get you off your couch
and act?” Over the long-term, this is much more sustainable, because
when people organize around problems, they typically disorganize once
the situation gets better or they burn out, because the problem seems
too difficult. But, when people organize around the positive attributes in a
community, there is no endpoint.
Conduct an asset inventory of your community. Find out from residents
what skills and talents they have that they would be willing to share with
the rest of the community. Find out what associations, or voluntary
groups, exist in your community and determine how they could be used.
Identify the local institutions and strategize about what resources they have
that could be used in the neighborhood. Inventory the land or physical
assets of the community. Begin to document the exchange that takes place
in the neighborhood, and start thinking about the exchange that could
happen. As stated in the section on ABCD, how can you know what you
need until you first know what you have?

Sometimes Problems Do Exist

!

As discussed in the section on ABCD, just because you focus on the full
half of the glass, does not mean that the empty half does not exist. From
time to time, your community will come up against problems that need
to be addressed. The Midwest Academy (www.midwestacademy.com)
has identified the steps necessary to advocate on your neighborhood’s
behalf. The steps are examined in their, “The Six Steps of Direct Action
Organizing,” which can be found in the book Organizing for Social Change,
written by Kim Bobo, Steve Max and Jackie Kendall (2007).

Organizer’s Workbook
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The Six Steps of Direct Action Organizing
When we engage in Direct Action Organizing we organize a campaign to win
a specific issue; that is, a specific solution to a specific problem (Bobo, Max, &
Kendall, 2007). An issue campaign usually goes through this series of stages.
1.

People identify a problem.
The people who have the problem agree on a solution and how to reach
it. They may define the issue narrowly: “Ensure that our landlord returns
our rent deposits when we move out.” Or, they may define it more
broadly: “Make the city council pass a law requiring the return of rent
deposits.”
If the landlord owns only the one building, the tenants may be able to win
on their own. But, if the landlord owns many buildings around the city,
then building a coalition to pass a law might be the best way.

2. The organization turns the problem into an issue.
There is a difference between a problem and an issue. An issue is a
specific solution to a problem that you choose to work on. You don’t
always get to choose your problems. Often your problems choose you.
But you always choose your issues, the solution to the problem that you
wish to win. Air pollution is a problem. Changing the law to get older
power plants covered by the same air quality regulations that apply to
newer plants is an issue.
3. Develop a strategy.
A strategy is the overall plan for a campaign. It is about power
relationships and it involves asking six questions:
1. What are your long and short term goals?
2. What are your organizational strengths and weaknesses?
3. Who cares about this problem?
4. Who are your allies?
5. Who has the power to give you what you want?
6. What tactics can you use to apply your power and make it felt by
those who can give you what you want?
4. Bring many people to meet with the decision maker.
Use large meetings and actions to force the person who can give you
what you want to react. That person is the decision maker. The decision
maker is often referred to as the “target” of the campaign. The decision
maker is always an individual person or a number of individuals, never
a board or elected body as a whole. Decision making bodies must be
personalized. So, if you are trying to get something passed by the city
council, for example, you don’t say the decision maker is the city council.
Rather, you need specific members of the council to vote on an issue.
Who are they? Name them. What is your power over them? Do you have
members in their districts?

Social advance depends
as much upon the process
through which it is secured
as upon the result itself.
Jane Addams
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5. The decision maker reacts to you.
You either get what you want or you have to go out and organize larger
numbers of people for a second round of the fight. Sometimes it takes
several rounds before the fight is won. That is why we think of organizing
as an entire campaign, not just as a series of one- time events.
6. Win, regroup, and go on to next campaign.
Note: From Organizing for Social Change: Midwest Academy Manual for
Activists, by K. Bobo, S. Max, & J. Kendall, 2007, 3rd Edition, Cabin John, MD:
Seven Locks Press. Adapted with permission.
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Think of a problem that exists in your community that you believe needs to be addressed.
Walk through the first three steps referenced above. To help you better organize step 3,
use the “Developing Your Strategy Chart” that is available on INRC’s website at www.inrc.
org. There is also a sample that has been filled out for your reference.
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Real
Life
Scenario

Knowledge is Power Plus (KIP+) is a newly formed association comprised
of five neighborhood associations: Keystone Millersville Neighborhood
Association, Alma Trawick president; Forest Manor Neighborhood
Association, Joyce Randolph president; Oxford Neighborhood Association,
Vickie Driver president; Audubon Garden Neighborhood Association,
Cecelia Dodson president and Devington Communities Association
represented by Jim Naff.
KIP+ was organized in April of 2015. Our goal is to tell our own story as
opposed to others speaking for us or being grossly defined in the media
by those who do not live in our community. We have a great community
of hard working caring mothers and fathers of children who are doing
outstanding things, and we know now, our children have the potential to hold
the highest office in the land. Our desire is that of every other American: a
safe and happy place for everyone to live.
KIP+ was assembled to tackle the issues that plague our community by
becoming the bridge that provides resources for families, business, schools
and our city services. Through partnerships with other agencies, such as
Design Bank, Forest Manor Multi Service Center, UNEC Development
Corporation, New Direction Church, Women Like Us Foundation, we are
determined to provide what we call “Community Recovery,” and we expect
to make things right, right away. We are committed and have rolled up our
sleeves.

Tips
Th e re a re two t ypes of pow e r: orga n ized mon e y
an d orga n ized peo p l e.
Sp en d a lot of t i m e d e v elo p in g yo u r pla n .
Orga n izin g is not on l y abou t ac tio n, it is also
v e ry s trategic.
Orga n iz e for t h e lon g-t e rm. Do n’t q uit
con n ec t in g wi t h eac h ot h e r aft e r on e or two
victo ries .
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Developing
An Organizer

Work Plan

Plan, Plan, Plan! You’ll notice that, as an organizer, most of your work
will revolve around planning and the implementation of those plans.
So… what is planning? First, let’s take a look at a few definitions of the
core word, “Plan”:
plan /plan/ [n]:
1. A system for achieving an objective: a
method of doing something that is worked
out in advance.
2. An intention: something that somebody
intends or has arranged to do (often used
in the plural)
3. A layout: a drawing or diagram on a
horizontal plane of the layout or
arrangement of something.
4. A list or outline: a list, summary, or
outline of the items to be included in
something such as a piece of writing or a
meeting.
(Encarta® World English Dictionary, 2007)

After viewing this, you’ll see that planning is about creating a detailed
list of what you intend to accomplish within a certain timeframe. As
you begin planning, be sure that you know why you are planning, who
should be involved in creating your plan, and what should be included in
your plan. Having a good plan will allow you to be more effective in the
approach to your work.
Organizer’s Workbook
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Why a Plan?

A good plan needs good
implementation.
Bryan W. Barry

!

Creating a plan for the work that you’ll be doing
with neighborhoods is essential. A plan is your
road map to organizing goals, moving to action,
and making yourself accountable in completing your work.
Depending upon your community’s focus, your plan
may have many goals that you want to achieve. Some
of them may include organizing and/or facilitating
neighborhood or advisory team meetings, networking
with neighborhood leaders, coordinating a study circle,
or engaging target audiences within the community. Your
work can help manage these goals and tasks.

Who should be involved in
creating your plan?
One of the exciting tasks of an organizer is to network and bring people
together around issues and initiatives within your neighborhood. It is
important to conduct one-on-ones with community leaders and talk
to stakeholders to get a pulse on what’s happening (See section on
Engagement). Your fellow association members, supervisor and/or steering
committee should work with you to craft achievable goals. In addition, it is
important to remember to bring marginalized members of your community
to the table too. A marginalized community is a group of people that tend
to have little or no representation in the community. A few examples of
marginalized people include, youth, elderly people, people with disabilities,
people with a prison record, and immigrants. Getting this kind of input can
give you a more comprehensive understanding of the neighborhood’s pointof-view. The idea is to engage as many people as possible and to allow
them to be part of the process.

Examples of groups that you might consider talking with:
Apartment Dwellers/Renters
Financial Institutions (Banks, credit
unions, brokers)
Local or Small Businesses
City/County Officials (Police, Fire,
Mayor’s Office, elected officials,
Health Dept., etc.)
Faith-Based Community
Youth and Young Adults

Institutions (schools, faith-based
organizations, libraries, hospitals)
Homeowners, Homeowners
Associations
Neighborhood Associations
Real Estate Agents
Renters
Schools and Universities
School-age Children

As you network with these groups, you should begin to determine who will
be your partner and how they will be a resource as you work towards your
goals. Determine how your partnership will benefit the other party. Give
them reasons to want to partner with you. Will it increase awareness for
their business or organization; will it increase their potential customers,
etc?
20
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Developing your Work Plan

Organizer’s Work Plan: Date/ Year
Description
of Task
Task #1

Convene
Neighborhood
Volunteer
Coordination
Team

Goal/Outcome

To engage
residents,
businesses,
faith-based
institutions

To build the
capacity of the
neighborhood
partners

Coordinate
and facilitate
four quarterly
meetings
Complete
and provide
copies of the
Quarterly
minutes for
each member.

Resources
Work with
supervisor
and a board
member to
set agenda
Use laptop
computer
(Word)
to create
agenda,
minutes,
and other
materials
that may be
needed .

Timeframe/
Deadline
Complete
agenda by
the 15th
day prior to
the meeting
month .

Result upon
completion
Q1 – Fourteen
stakeholders
in attendance
– will bring
others to the
table at the
next meeting
Q2 – Twenty
stakeholders
beginning to
set goals for
2012-2013.

Partners:

Committed/
Potential
Neighborhood
groups
Local
Businesses

Local churches

Youth groups

Schools

Local
organizations

Task #2

•
•
•
•
•
•

Description of task – Now that you have had input from others,
begin to list the task(s) that will need to happen in order to reach
the larger vision of the community.
Goals/Outcomes – What is the purpose of the task?
Resources - Who and/or what can assist you in performing or
completing the task?
Timeframe/Deadline – In order for you to stay on target, it is
important to set dates of completion so that information is timely
and not rushed.
Results – Once this task is completed, what should you see
happening?
Partners – Along with resources, it is important to find out who
can have influence and bring new ideas to the table.
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Who can assist me? Asset Mapping
Now that you have begun to work with residents, stakeholders, leaders,
businesses and others within your community and have gathered
information about what your neighborhood’s vision is for moving forward,
it’s time to look at the partners and resources that it will take to get things
done.
One way to do this is by Asset Mapping. Asset Mapping allows you to find
out what is already in the community to assist you with getting things done.
It also keeps you from wasting time and other resources. For example, you
may be trying to find grant opportunities to start a youth program, because
you have been told by neighbors that the children in your neighborhood
have nowhere to go after school. By first mapping out all of the youth
providers within that neighborhood, you may find that there are lots of
programs, activities and events already set up for area children. To help
you develop a comprehensive map it is important to remember five areas
of concentrations (see the previous section on ABCD):
•

•

•

•

•
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Individuals: People within your community have gifts, skills and
talents. It will be helpful to tap into these assets to find out who
can help you get things done. As you talk with people, ask about
the assets that they are willing to share.
Associations: People are connected to associations. From
neighborhood groups, women’s leagues, to clubs, associations can
move and motivate thousands of people toward a common cause.
What associations are people connected to in your neighborhood?
Institutions: (schools, faith-based organizations, museums, etc.)
Institutions can offer a wealth of assets. They can offer space for
meetings, copying/ printing capabilities, and financial support, and
their credibility and influence can help with your neighborhood’s
efforts. Can you identify at least 5 institutions within your area?
Land: In your community you have parks, community gardens, and
vacant lots. Land can be a wonderful asset once the community
begins to come together to create positive, viable things to do with
it. What are the land assets in your community?
Exchange: Exchange speaks to the economy of your community.
It is the way that money flows with the neighborhood. Are there
opportunities within your community for residents and other
stakeholders to be consumers of locally-owned businesses? Do
people go out of the community to get what they need?
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What training is available for
organizers?
The Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center (INRC) offers training
and coaching to neighborhood organizers. The Indianapolis Community
Building Institute (ICBI) is a progressive curriculum, rooted in the ABCD
philosophy, which offers an intensive program that explores ideas and
develops practical skills necessary for effective neighborhood leaders.
ICBI is designed for existing and emerging leaders that are working within
their own neighborhood. ICBI also includes subjects such as leadership,
facilitation, inclusiveness, and more.
INRC has area Neighborhood Development Specialists that will assist
you with coaching, engagement strategies, connecting to resources,
developing collaborations and partnerships, etc. To find out who your area
Neighborhood Development Specialist is, please contact INRC at (317)
920-0330 or visit our website at www.inrc.org.

Real
Life
Scenario

Patrice Duckett was the Near West Coordinator and worked with
residents in the Near West Indianapolis neighborhoods of Haughville,
Hawthorne, Stringtown, and We Care to implement the action items in
the community’s quality of life plan. This quality of life plan was developed
by many community stakeholders and is used as a guide for the work
and development of the community. Patrice become the Near West
Coordinator after the quality of life planned was already developed, but was
able to jump right in and began working with the community, thanks to the
thoroughness and detail of the plan and the enthusiasm of the residents.
As the Near West Coordinator, Patrice worked tirelessly with residents
and other community stakeholders to implement elements in the quality
of life plan. However, in the first few months of her work, Patrice came to
realize that there were a couple of major challenges to overcome before
many of the items in the plan could be implemented. First, there needed to
be a greater understanding of the significance of the plan to the community
by many residents and stakeholders, and second, neighborhood leaders
expressed a need for training in facilitating meetings, advocacy, and leadership
skills in order to feel more empowered to implement the plan. To address
these challenges, Patrice worked with community centers, schools, churches,
and businesses in the community to reemphasize the importance of the
quality of life plan and each stakeholder’s role in implementing the plan. She
also implemented several trainings for neighborhood leaders and worked
to strength the capacity of each of the neighborhood associations in the
community.
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Each October, Patrice began developing the work plan for the next year.
She began several months ahead of the next year to allow plenty of time
for community dialogue, editing, and revising the plan. In collaboration
with neighborhood stakeholders, Patrice reviewed what had been
accomplished in the current year, what items were in the quality of life
plan to be accomplished in the next year, and issues facing the community
at that time. Taking into account each of these factors, Patrice prepared
a draft work plan for the next year, including goals, results, partners,
timelines, and deadlines. The work plan was presented to the
Near West Steering Committee, composed of residents and
other community stakeholders, for review and changes. Once the
Steering Committee approved the work plan, it was disseminated
to the larger community at the Near West Town Hall meeting,
so that all residents were aware of, and could be involved in, the
implementation of the plan. Patrice also worked with each of
the neighborhoods to develop a yearly work plan, using the same
process.
Through the development and implementation of each yearly
work plan, Patrice learned many valuable lessons. First, without a
work plan, a neighborhood was just running down different roads,
with no direction. With a work plan, the neighborhood was
more focused and could better deal with obstacles and challenges
that arose. Second, a work plan allowed a neighborhood to be
proactive, versus reactive. Third, a community needed to know
and recognize its capacity in order to develop a plan that was
challenging, yet contained attainable goals. Lastly, a community needed
to be willing to let things go that were not working or that didn’t have
neighborhood champions. If there were not people that were passionate and
willing to work on an item, it was not included in a work plan.

Tips
When working with the community, it is wise
to develop a work plan to keep your focus.
Work with your supervisor, board , and/
or steering committee to develop reachable ,
measurable goals.
Engaging residents, businesses, and other
stakeholders can assist you in determining the
community’s larger vision .
Developing an asset-based work plan will
allow you to identify and work with the
individuals, associations, institutions, land ,
and exchange within your community to get
things done .
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Leadership
And Group

Dynamics

A neighborhood is composed of many people, from varied backgrounds
and experiences, who process information differently and feel
comfortable assuming particular roles in a group. Each person wants
to feel valued and to meaningfully contribute to the community as
a whole. For an organizer to most effectively assist a community in
coming together and working collectively, they must assume the role of
a servant-leader. Instead of telling a community what it should be doing
or focusing on, the best leaders are those who first serve, putting others
ahead of themselves. You will need to lead by cultivating relationships
and striving to bring out the best in each person.
There are many types of people and it is vital for an organizer to value
the diversity of the people in the community. Each person’s gifts, skills
and talents need to be uncovered and utilized in order to most effectively
engage people in finding their common values and empower them to
creatively work together to create positive change. In addition, it is
important to be aware of the importance of neutrality, use appreciative
listening techniques, and assist people in working through the stages of
a learning community in order to be an effective group.
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Servant Leadership

To lead people, walk
behind them.
Lao Tzu

The traditional model of leadership has been a hierarchical, “top down”
model where one person is viewed as the leader of a group or organization.
The vision and goals of the group are those of the leader, or at least initiated
by the leader. Communication within the organization is from the top down
and the leader motivates the group to achieve goals by utilizing their position
of power and influence and offering incentives to those below them.
In contrast, servant leadership is a highly effective model in which there
is not a leader, but a web of interconnected people. It was developed by
Robert K. Greenleaf in 1970. Instead of the vision and goals of the group
being those of one leader, the group jointly develops them through a
process of sharing with one another to determine what is important to the
group as a whole. Servant leaders understand that the greatest success is
achieved when tasks are accomplished while building healthy relationships
with people. (source - Marshall Christensen Foundation
Foundation) In turn, practicing
servant leadership builds an environment in which people are included
and empowered, as each person is viewed as an integral part
of the group. In addition, as everyone has an opportunity to
share in the power and the work of the group, a sense of ownership
develops. Accordingly, this collaborative model is an effective assetbased approach to leadership that is based on teamwork and relationship
building.
Servant leaders exhibit characteristics that are different from those of
“traditional” leaders. First, servant leadership is a conscious choice to
serve first and then to lead. The focus is on the “followers”, not the leader;
the focus is “we” instead of “I”. A servant leader strives to discover and
develop the capacities of individual group members. They work to share
the power, responsibility, and rewards of the group. In addition, they
understand that relationships are crucial for accomplishing a task. If people
do not feel comfortable with and trust each other, they will not effectively
work together. Finally, servant leaders create more servant leaders simply
through leading by example.

servant leaders:
¨
¨
¨
¨

Seek not to be served, but rather to serve.
See the big picture.
Work for the common good.
Create trusting work environments in
which people are highly appreciated.
¨ Are concerned about how well the group
functions.
¨ Seek consensus and encourage
collaboration.

¨ Do not serve a personal agenda.
¨ Do not seek power, but always share
the power.
¨ Listen to understand others’
perspectives.
¨ Want each follower to live a life of
significance and purpose, fully
developing their gifts and talents.
¨ Visibly model appropriate behavior.

Taking into consideration the preceding characteristics, the best test to
determine if you are a servant-leader, is to answer the following question,
“Do those whom I serve grow as persons; do they, while being
served, become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous, more
likely themselves to become servants?” (Greenleaf, 2003, p. 44).
28
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Referencing the characteristics of servant leaders listed above, answer the following
questions about yourself and your neighborhood. Act on your answers!

Try
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Group Dynamics
Learning Styles
In addition to assuming the role of a servant leader, an effective organizer
needs to be familiar with the different ways that people take in and process
information and how this affects the manner in which people communicate
and interact with one another. This is referred to as a person’s working,
thinking, learning style. For example, some people take in information
through experiencing something, while others do through analyzing data and
thinking about the facts. In addition, people either like to apply what they
learn immediately or prefer to reflect on the information in order to better
understand it. In order for these two types of people to work effectively
together, they need to be aware of their differences and sensitive to the
needs of the other person.
An organizer can play a vital role in the development of a group by assisting
members to discover their individual learning style and the strengths of their
style. Through completing an inventory and discussion, participants gain an
understanding of their own style, the styles of others and how these styles
influence their effectiveness in working with others. As each individual
becomes aware of their style and those of other group members, and begins
to work from a place of collective cooperation, building on the strengths of
all group members, the group will be able to work much more effectively.

As long as we think of
difference as that which
divides us, we shall
dislike it, when we think
of it as that which united
us, we shall cherish it.
Mary Parker Follett

Please refer to the Resources section of this workbook for the working, thinking,
learning styles descriptive tools and more information regarding each learning
style.
Using Learning Styles in Effective Organizing
An organizer practicing servant-leadership is in a unique position to assist a
group in recognizing and effectively using utilizing the gifts, skills, and talents
of all individuals of the team. Learning style recognition and application
creates an appreciation of other perspectives and a willingness to look at
problems and solutions from another vantage point. As group members are
able to more effectively listen to one another and utilize the variety of skills
encompassed in each person, the group will be able to move out of chaos
and to performance.
Stages of Group Development
When a group of people (a learning community) come together, they go
through four stages as the members get to know and work with one another.
These stages are gathering, chaos, unity, and performance. While each stage
is distinct, a group may move in and out of the stages and not necessarily in
order, as new people join the group and as the tasks the group is working
on change. The diagrams on the following pages illustrate how a group
becomes an effective team by learning to work together, and strategies for an
organizer to help a group move effectively through the stages.
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The Stages of a Learning Community: How a Group
Becomes an Effective Team
Adapted by Mary Durkin and Mary Lee Ewald from the learnings of the Indiana Leadership Initiative (a Lilly
Endowment Project), 2006.

4. Performance
“We can do it! We did it!”
“What’s next?”

1. Gathering
“Why am I here?”
“How will I fit in?”
Feelings and questions drive behavior.
The group makes little progress, if any,
towards the task. This is normal. The
group work is about the relationship.

Task and relationship have merged.
Work gets done easily. “The group” is
now an effective team – confident and
ready for new challenges.

2. Chaos

“What are we trying to do?”
“What can I contribute?”

3. Unity
“How will we do it?”
As the group settles down, it turns
energy into a plan. It can see progress
and feel synergy. Team members
focus on the task and are aware of the
relationship.

Tasks and Relationships
All groups must balance two crucial components, task and relationship, in
order to be successful. Task is the goal or assignment and work toward
accomplishing it. Relationship is the manner in which the group performs
this work. This includes not only how people in a group feel about one
another, but how they work together. In order to work most effectively,
the group as a whole and each individual within that group, needs to
balance task and relationship with the guidance of an effective servantleader to assist them in achieving this balance.
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The group begins to generate energy.
The energy will spark creativity and/
or be wasted in conflict. The group
works to get through chaos and
identify shared goals. The focus is on
relationship and task.
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The Stages of a Learning Community:
Strategies for Helping the group Move through the Stages
Adapted by Mary Durkin and Mary Lee Ewald from the learnings of the Indiana Leadership Initiative (a Lilly
Endowment Project) 2006.

Group Characteristics:
We are a team
Take risks
Related, open, understanding
Constructive self-change
Solves own problems
Seek each other’s support
Responsible to group
Sense of possibility
Leadership Strategy:
Coach, validate
Roving leadership
Pass on wisdom
Celebrate future challenge

Group Characteristics:
Hope, anticipation, excitement
Uncertainty, caution
Fear, confusion
Dependence
Safe, polite discussion
Leadership Strategy:
Welcome, comfort, structure
Introductions, nametags
Acknowledge individuals, new and old
Clear expectations, directions
Invite questions
Give all a chance to be heard
Level the playing field

Performance 4 1 Gathering
Unity 3 2 Chaos

Group Characteristics:
Beginning to feel like a team
Pride, trust, respect
Sense of belonging, safety
Optimism, enjoyment, fun
Sense of accomplishment
Constructive criticism
Support, help each other
Leadership Strategy:
Shared implementation plan
Shared evaluation
Focus on task/agenda
Teach value & conflict management
Use process
Celebrate diversity
Consensus
Debrief
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Group Characteristics:
Pressure, stress, competition, rank
Domination by one or a few
Extroverts take over, introverts disconnect
Little listening, too much/not enough talking
Relying solely on personal experience
Leadership Strategy:
Build common ground/meaning
Model active listening
Personal stories & perspectives
Clarify purpose, vision, goals
Encourage inquiry & reflection
Identify gifts & talents
Accept/manage conflict
Communicate often
Celebrate process
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Examples of priorities and responsibilities relating to task and relationship
for a group as a whole:
•
•

Task: To accomplish the goal, to achieve quality results, to
complete it on time, etc.
Relationship: To communicate effectively with one another, respect
and trust each other, be accountable, work well as a team, get the
most effort from each team member, etc.

Examples of priorities and responsibilities relating to task and relationship
for each group member:
•
•

Task: To contribute expertise, knowledge or ideas; to provide
timely information to the group, to honor deadlines, to complete
assigned tasks, etc.
Relationship: To listen and be listened to, to try to see each other’s
viewpoint, to trust and be trusted by others, to have one’s efforts
recognized, to feel a sense of belonging, etc.

The success of the group begins with building relationships and establishing
trust among group members. If this does not occur, members of the group
will not feel safe sharing their thoughts, ideas, visions, etc., and will not want
to work together. Building trust is many times overlooked or not viewed
to be as important as the work the group wants to get done. However,
unless a group works through issues that may arise in the Gathering stage
of a group’s development, it will never reach its optimum performance level.
As an organizer, you may need to assist group members to understand the
importance of building trust and illustrate how it will ultimately affect the
quality of the group and what it is able to accomplish in the community.

Make a Plan for Helping Your Group Move through The Stages of a Learning Community.
•
•

What stage is the group in now? What skills can you use?
How will you balance relationship and task? How can you as an organizer assist
the group?

Note: From a presentation created by Mary Durkin and the Indiana Leadership Initiative (a Lilly Endowment Project), 1997.
Adapted with permission by Mary Durkin.

4. Perfo rman c e

3. Uni t y
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1. Ga t h e rin g

2. Chaos
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Importance of Neutrality
When working with groups it is important for an organizer, in most
instances, to practice neutrality. Why? You do not want it to be perceived
that you show favoritism to one individual or viewpoint over another, or
take a particular position in a discussion. Not practicing neutrality can
many times offend or isolate individuals, create divisiveness in the group,
and ultimately shut down discussion.
How do you practice neutrality?
•
•
•
•
•

Act as if you are neutral
Explain your role
Encourage and affirm each person
Be aware of your own “unconscious” behaviors
Create opportunities for everyone to participate

Please see the section on Neighborhood Meetings for additional information
about successful facilitation.
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Role of Appreciative Listening
A crucial skill for an organizer to possess is the ability to listen
appreciatively to people in the community in which they work. In
appreciative or active listening, a person exhibits to another person
through the use of body language and encouraging words that they
are genuinely interested in what that person is saying. The
use of positive encouragement, reflecting, and paraphrasing
can all be very effective in conveying that you are actively
listening.
Rogers and Farson (1979) describe active listening as 'an
important way to bring about changes in people.’ They
recommend three activities:

•
•
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• Listen for total meaning: Listen for content and also for the
underlying emotions.
Respond to feelings: Sometimes the real message is in the emotion
rather than the surface content. In such cases, you should respond
to the emotional message.
Note all the cues: Not all communication is verbal, so watch for
non-verbal messages.
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For years, the border of Eagle Creek Park on Indy’s northwest side,
particularly along Reed Rd., faced three aesthetic challenges: large weeds
growing near community plantings; a rock-laden, unsightly mound at the
Eagle Creek Trail trailhead; and an unkempt island in an access driveway
to the park, all desperately needed attention. In addition, the frontage of
Eagle Creek Park along West 56th St. needed regular attention to remove
debris.

Real Life
Scenario

Two neighborhoods in particular (Eagle Creek Woods and Eagle Creek
Woods ll), working with Councillor Janice McHenry and officials from
Indy Parks and the Indianapolis Department of Public Works (DPW)
teamed up in the spirit of cooperation. Residents of Trees and Trees ll also
participated. Noticeable improvements were made in each of the targeted
areas.
Weeds along the northern part of the property can get out of control,
resulting in an unsightly situation that threatens existing plantings.
Councillor McHenry regularly organizes groups from the neighborhoods to
weed, and then coordinates with Brittany Davis from Eagle Creek Park to
get the bags of debris removed.
In late 2015, an unsightly mound near Woodstream was removed by DPW
and the waste dirt discarded. On April 16, 2016, the neighbors hand-picked
remaining rocks and debris, and then overseeded the bare ground. With
the wet spring and summer, the area is no longer an eyesore to motorists
and hikers entering the Eagle Creek Trail. City staff and a neighbor
currently mow the area and keep weeds at bay.
Finally, an island in the park’s access driveway had long been allowed to
become overgrown with weeds each summer. One neighbor planted
bulbs to try and improve the situation. In 2016, the neighborhoods and
Councillor McHenry teamed up to clear the weeds and crabgrass. Mulch
that was purchased by the neighborhoods has been applied. A large hosta
was moved to the site and more plantings are planned. Indy Eleven, Indy’s
professional soccer team, and students from nearby Butler University
helped with the tree planting. Scouts have participated in the plantings and
clean-ups to gain service hours.
The initiative has pulled together residents from five neighborhoods.
The residents worked with their City Councillor to develop plans and
objectives, and there was coordination with City agencies, as needed.
Each initiative had immediate aesthetic benefit. The initiative improved
communication between neighborhoods and success has bred discussion of
new projects to build on the momentum.
The sum of these activities increases the livability of the area as people
desire to reside close to well-maintained trails and parks. It is hoped the
tree planting will last for generations and benefit the entire city. The cleanups bring neighbors and neighborhoods together, fostering communication
and a sense of ownership.
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Tips

Se rvan t Lea d ers h i p is d iffe ren t from h e l p in g or fi x in g. He l p in g
is based o n i n equ a li t y; it is not a rela tions h i p be t w e e n equ als .
Fi x in g is a fo rm of judgin g.
Se rvan t lea d ers h i p is abou t peo p l e an d rela tions h ips . It is a n
atti tu d e tha t says peo p l e an d rela tions h ips a re i mport an t,
va lu a b l e an d ess en tia l to t h e succes s of a gro u p or orga n iza tio n .
t
Un d erstan d t h e i mport an c e of an d wo rk to c reat e a n e n viron m en
d
an
n
tio
ova
nn
i
urages
enco
t
an d c ul t u re fo un ded o n t rus t tha
a l lows peo p l e to pla y a mea n ingf u l ro l e i n some t h in g large r tha n
t h ems e l ves .
Ta k e t i m e to read an d diges t wha t it means to b e a s e rvan t lea d e r.

Gro ups a re ma d e u p of peo p l e an d i n ord e r for a gro u p to b e mos t
effec t i v e, t h e peo p l e n eed t i m e to t rus t on e a not h e r. Do not
t
un d e res t imat e t h e i mport an c e of Ga t h e rin g i n t h e d e v elo p m en
of a gro u p.
Neu tra li t y mus t b e prac ticed i n ord e r for it to becom e na t ura l .

a
As a gro u p d e v elops, it is na t ura l to mov e aro un d i n t h e stages of
e
h
t
n
e
h
w
tify
en
d
i
to
rn
lea rn in g comm u ni t y. Be fl e x i b l e, bu t lea
gro u p is s tuc k i n a stage.
List e n in g is d iffe ren t tha n hea rin g. Prac tic e App recia t i v e
List e n in g an d becom e awa re of ho w yo u c u rren t l y list e n .

Notes (or Doodles)
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Engagement

One of the biggest tasks for an organizer is to ensure that a
neighborhood has representation from all sectors of the community.
Businesses, faith-based institutions, schools, homeowners, renters, and
folks from diverse backgrounds all bring very different views and assets
to help strengthen and build community.
It is equally important for an organizer to go out into the neighborhood
and begin networking and connecting with individuals and groups to
build trust so that engagement efforts are authentic. There are several
tools, concepts, and strategies that can be used to assist with engaging
individuals and groups. You can network and connect by conducting
one-on-ones, go door knocking, attending focus groups, participating
in Study Circles, and developing surveys and questionnaires. You can
also engage neighbors and stakeholders through communication and
marketing efforts through flyers, e-mail, websites, blogs, etc.
Some of the results you’ll see from using these tools are:
• Being able to get people to the table to talk about issues and share their
gifts, skills and talents
• Giving the organizer the chance to be visible and build trust within
the community
• Moving from talking about issues and concerns to action
• Developing solutions that create ownership within the community
• Discovering resources to make actions real and reachable
• Communicating your message so that others are engaged
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Inclusive Communities
In today’s changing world, it is important to create an inclusive community.
But what characterizes an inclusive community? In an inclusive community,
the environment is one which understands, accepts, and embraces change.
It is a neighborhood that knows and builds upon its assets, capacities,
skills, and points of difference. It seeks broad-based participation from
all of its stakeholders, including homeless people, youth, seniors, people
with disabilities, immigrants, and people of different races or religions. In
addition, it values collaboration and it encourages civic pride. Finally, it
continually renews and builds a diverse group of community leadership.
How is such a community created or strengthened? First, there must be
an underlying belief that everyone has a gift to offer and a contribution to
make to their neighborhood. Secondly, the community needs to invite and
encourage each person to share their gifts, skills and talents. Next, people
must be open to, and embrace the unique contributions and perspectives of
each other. Lastly, the community has to be willing to confront and work
through its fear. This fear comes from the uncertainty of difference. Fear
is one of the biggest barriers in organizing; in order to create an inclusive
community, neighbors must be willing to reach across their differences and
get to know one another.

!

Appreciative Inquiry (AI)
AI is a process that “searches for the best in people, their organizations,
and the relevant world around them,” (Appreciative Inquiry Commons, n.d.,
para. 3). Not only is AI a philosophy and methodology that seeks the best,
it builds from the strengths in systems, environments, and individuals in an
effort to promote change and action (n.d.). When applied to neighborhood
meetings, AI can be an effective and powerful tool for uncovering
opportunities and solutions that had never before been imagined or
discovered.
The simple process of AI involves utilizing positive and unconditional
questions to fuel the process of discovery (Appreciative Inquiry Commons,
n.d.). Questions such as “What is possible?” and “What is the best?” are
used to drive dialogue and discussion along the four steps of AI (Child
and Youth Network, n.d.). The four steps involved with AI, known as the
4-D cycle, are Discovery, Dream, Design, and Delivery/Destiny (Child and
Youth Network, n.d.). Starting with the Discovery stage by asking questions
like, “What is the best of our situation?”, the four step process works in a
cycle through each of the stages (Child and Youth Network, n.d.). Building
from the successes of any situation, the last stage of AI ends by asking
questions about ways to implement the actions and plans created through
the entire process.
Appreciative Inquiry allows you to shift the focus away from problems
and on to what is working well and new possibilities. AI not only involves
asking positive questions, it also involves observing positive outcomes and
interactions. AI has the potential to create high energy levels, resulting in
increased engagement and action around common interests.
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Now it’s your turn to think about how you can foster inclusion in your neighborhood. Use
the table below to help you organize your ideas. Some broad categories and ideas are
already listed to help you get started.

Try

It!

What steps or strategies will you take to foster incl
usion and
diversity in your neighborhood?
Fost e rin g in c lusio n
an d d i v ersi t y i n o u r
n eighbo rho od
Hos t a m ul tic ul t ura l
fa i r
Us e t h e words Ho lida y
Part y, not Ch ris tmas
Part y

Enhanc in g
comm u ni t y life
Start/e nhan c e a
comm u ni t y gard e n
Enco urage t h e us e
of n eighbo rho od
bus i n ess es

Creat e a s u rv e y lis t in g Hos t a comm u ni t y
t h e a b i li t ies, s ki l ls,
c lea n u p
ta l ents, c ul t u res of
t h e peo p l e i n t h e
comm u ni t y
Engage i n more on e o n
on e con v ersa tions
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Coord inat e a
bloc k part y

De v elo p in g
n eighbo rho od
rela tions h ips
Promot e bloc k
c l ubs
Enco urage peo p l e
to joi n t h e loca l
Cri m e Watc h
As k peo p l e if
t h e y would l i k e
to b e a n Adop t a
Bloc k capta i n for
t h e i r bloc k
Sen d n ews l e tt ers
clos e r to t h e t i m e
of m ee t ings so
peo p l e do n’t forge t

Ou t reac h
Opport u ni t ies for
e v e ryon e
Creat e a you t h
co unc i l
Fo rm a school tas k
forc e
Creat e a n e w
n eighbor w elcom e
comm itt e e
Ma k e s u re tha t
s e nior ci t iz ens a re
in c lu ded i n projects
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Networking and Connecting
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6
8
7

4
3
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Networking and connecting are one of the first steps in organizing. Meeting
representatives from the community can not only help the organizer become
more familiar with what groups exist, but allows you to begin to build
relationships with key neighborhood individuals who may be willing to
assist you in the future. Learning who the players are in the community
will allow you to tap them for their input and expertise. It will also
allow you to begin connecting individuals and/or groups that may
have shared interests. As an organizer, you can educate others
about current issues and upcoming events and projects that
may be going on, to engage and raise awareness.

10

14

1

16

15
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There are two aspects to networking and connecting:
social and technological. Some of the social aspects
9
include one-on-ones, door knocking, focus groups
and Study Circles. Technological aspects include your
communication and marketing efforts such as email,
websites, blogs, etc, which we will talk more about in
the “Communication Efforts” section.

11

Social Tools
One-on-Ones
A one-on-one is an opportunity to have a conversation with a neighbor
to learn about his/her concerns, level of interest and commitment to an
issue, and their gifts, skills, and talents. (Marin Institute, para. 1, 2006) The
location of the one-on-ones can be a mutual place (library, coffee shop,
etc.) where you have the opportunity to have an in-depth conversation. Be
respectful of the interviewee’s time. A suggested time for a one-on-one is
45 minutes to an hour. The most important aspect of a one-on-one is to
build trust and a relationship with the individual that will encourage them
to get involved. The best way to get the most out of a one-on-one meeting
is to let the individual express his or her thoughts as you ask questions and
clarify their points.
It is important to build relationships with as many people as possible. Begin
with individuals that you already know. Be sure to include people who
represent all the segments of your community (see section on Inclusion).
It is also wise to ask the people who you interview to identify other leaders
and stakeholders that they think should be included. Doing so will help
gather support for the current and future projects. You should also continue
to talk with individuals before, during, and after a project or event.
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Bring information that briefly explains what your organization does and
why you are conducting one-on-ones. You should also develop a document
with pre-identified questions. Leave space between the questions to
quickly jot down replies and note interest. Make
sure to continue to make eye contact and use
body language to assure that you are capturing
and appreciating what they have to say. It
may not be a good idea to bring a tape
recorder or type your notes on a laptop
computer during the one-on-one. The
focus should be on the individual,
versus simply gathering data.
It is important that you ask
appreciative questions that make
sure that the person is not only
providing you with his/her
own ideas and opinions, but
also looking at things from
a positive perspective. It
is also important for the
interviewer to stay neutral.
Don’t lead the conversation to any
specific issue or idea. You can make
the conversation flow naturally by using
open-ended questions.
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a
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n
m
t
m
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w
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neigh re not alr
t wou
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borho
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e
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at wo
ithou
uld m in our
yours t being h
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te you
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citize f as a frie
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at do
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n?
?
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12) D
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uld y
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ou
other
perso
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shoul
d
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Sit down with your spouse, neighbor, or a colleague and practice your one-on-one
interviewing skills. You can use the example questions or develop your own. Record at least
3 main points of interest.

1

2

3

Door Knocking
Along with one-on-ones, door knocking can be an effective networking
and connecting tool. One of the ways to make door knocking as effective
as it can be is to have a specific area or targeted audience that you would
like to approach. One of the benefits to door knocking is engaging
residents that may not come to scheduled meetings or events that are
going on in your community. It allows them to voice their ideas and vision
for the neighborhood. At the same time, it allows you and your team
the opportunity to “sell” your community. This is a great way to tell
them about what’s happening with your organization and why it may be
important for them to get involved.

Focus Groups
Focus groups are facilitated discussions that pull in a targeted audience to
provide input on a particular subject, topic, or issue. A focus group can
be used as the first step to engage church leaders, apartment managers,
business owners, etc. within a neighborhood.
How to conduct a focus group
You can conduct a focus group by inviting 6-10 participants from a common
background to a meeting. You may meet one time, or several, depending
upon the input that you need. The facilitator should have pre-developed
appreciative questions that will prompt individuals to begin the discussions.
The facilitator should make sure that each participant provides input and
that no one participant dominates the conversation. The facilitator must
also be careful not to dominate the conversation. You will also want to
document the information that is shared.
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Study Circles
Study Circles are facilitated, small group discussions that move residents
to action. Study Circles allow residents to bring many different points
of view together to create the best possible solutions to tackle different
community issues. Study Circles are a great way to engage residents and
other stakeholders around comprehensive community organizing.
A Study Circle...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is a small, diverse group of 8 to 12 people.
Meets together for several, two-hour sessions.
Is organized by a diverse group of people from the whole
community.
Includes a large number of people from all walks of life.
Has easy-to-use, fair-minded discussion materials.
Uses trained facilitators who reflect the community’s diversity.
Moves a community to action when the study circles conclude.
Sets its own ground rules. This helps the group share responsibility
for the quality of the discussion.
Is led by an impartial facilitator who helps manage the
discussion. He or she is not there to teach the group about
the issue.
Starts with personal stories, then helps the group look
at a problem from many points of view. Next, the group
explores possible solutions. Finally, they make plans for
action.

Study Circles are based on the following principles...
•
•
•
•
•

Involve everyone. Demonstrate that the whole community is
welcome and needed.
Embrace diversity. Reach out to all kinds of people.
Share knowledge, resources, power, and decision making.
Combine dialogue and deliberation. Create public talk that builds
understanding and explores a range of solutions.
Connect dialogue to social, political, and policy change.

Study Circles can provide a new platform for those residents that may have
never gotten involved before.
How to conduct a Study Circle
If you are interested in hosting Study Circles in your neighborhood, contact
the Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center for technical assistance,
facilitator training, and resources. INRC encourages neighborhoods to
use the Study Circle process to engage new individuals into the great work
that is going on throughout the city. You should also visit the Everyday
Democracy (formally the Study Circles Resource Center) web page at
www.everyday-democracy.org. The site provides a step-by-step overview
of how to plan, conduct, and move your Study Circles to action. It also
provides additional resources and materials for little to no cost.
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Surveys and Questionnaires
Another way to gather information about the vision of your community
is to conduct a survey or use questionnaires. These tools can be used to
reach those that may not be able to attend meetings, a one-on-one, focus
group, or study circle. It provides another opportunity for an individual’s
voice to be heard, which helps to encourage ownership and future
involvement. Surveys and questionnaires can help to discover the larger
vision and assist in determining long- and short-term goals.
Note: Surveys and questionnaires should only complement your outreach efforts.
The most important aspect in engaging individuals is relationship building.
Conducting one-on-ones is your most important tool to do this successfully.

Who will help do the work?
Building a core team of volunteers from your community to assist you
will not only help with one-on-ones, but also with future endeavors that
your organization may take on. To do this, you’ll need to find out what
volunteer efforts your neighbors are interested in and also determine what
activities will allow them to use their skills and talents. Having a core group
of volunteers can also create opportunities for cultivating new leadership
and ownership. Others outside of the community will begin to see that
your efforts are citizen-driven.
Neighborhood volunteers can also be utilized to assist you in identifying
meeting locations, set-up, and the recruitment of participants. Churches,
community centers, and schools usually have the adequate space to conduct
a focus groups and neighborhood meetings.
Aside from neighborhood volunteers, consider working with local colleges
and universities. Students from these institutions may be able assist you
in recruitment and facilitation of focus groups and distribute surveys
and questionnaires. Students may be able to use this opportunity and
information as a class project, while you get the input that you need.
Note: Outside of making sure that people are connected to their interest, it is also
equally important to make sure that individuals see the “big picture”. This is the
larger vision of the community. It is important to inform them how their position
and work play a part in the overall quality of life of the neighborhood.
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The Little Flower Neighborhood Association (LFNA) has been in existence
for many years as an informal community group serving the residents of the
neighborhood it calls home and the wider Near Eastside community. The
LFNA assumed its current shape last year, when bylaws were adopted, a
board was formed and the organization was incorporated as a nonprofit in
the State of Indiana.

Real Life
Scenario

Because of its track record of community engagement and its desire to
strengthen emerging leaders, LFNA was chosen to participate in the
Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center’s (INRC) pilot session of
the revised Indianapolis Community Building Institute (ICBI). Three Little
Flower leaders participated in the program, which began in December,
2015 and was completed in May, 2016.
As a capstone project for their ICBI experience, the participants from
Little Flower created an event series concept – the Little Flower’s Little
Gardens’ Little Veggie Swap. The Veggie Swap was conceived by LFNA
board members Desiree Brandon, Meredith Davis and Marisol Gouveia and
developed over the months of the ICBI training.
The series consisted of informal community gatherings occurring on the
third Saturdays of June, July, August and September. Each month’s event
had a unique theme designed to engage and entertain the neighborhood.
Neighborhood gardeners were encouraged to bring produce to barter with
other gardeners, and neighbors who are not gardeners were encouraged
to participate in the variety of free activities related to the theme. The
goals of the program were to promote awareness of the Little Flower
Neighborhood Association; to promote health and well-being within the
neighborhood; and to foster a sense of community.
The ICBI program equipped the emerging LFNA leaders with a multitude
of new skills, including project management, budgeting, appreciative inquiry,
conflict management and asset mapping. The LFNA used these tools to
plan the Veggie Swap and bring the idea to fruition, and to complete a
well-organized application that provided $1408 in funding from INRC. That
funding was supported by $1366 worth of volunteer hours and in-kind
donations solicited by LFNA.
The first Veggie Swap – titled “Get the Dirt!” and focused on all things
garden-oriented – was held on June 18 in the parking lot of the Little
Flower Catholic Church and School, one of the neighborhood’s anchor
institutions. Approximately 20 people attended the inaugural event. They
swapped vegetables; had a nutritious breakfast; received free vegetable
and fruit starts from partner organization Cosmic Gardens; enjoyed the
entertainment provided by honky tonk musician Hank Haggard; got in
touch with their creative sides via art activities by local art nonprofit ReGeneration Indy; and – best of all – they met new neighbors.
The feedback obtained via surveys was positive, with attendees expressing
interest in returning for next month’s event when they’ll “have something
to bring from the garden.”
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Collaboration

No person can do everything on their own. Sometimes in communities,
however, this fact is forgotten as individuals and groups try to do things
by themselves, instead of collaborating with one another. While this
may work some of the time, it will not work all of the time. People need
others. In order for a neighborhood association, an organization, or a
community to reach its full potential, it must be willing to look outside
of itself and collaborate. The potential for successful collaboration
exists almost everywhere you look in a neighborhood: youth talking
with adults about what is important to them; residents stepping
outside of their comfort zones in order to have a conversation with
someone different from them; and organizations working with other
neighborhood stakeholders. Neighborhoods that are able to harness
this potential and build upon it are unstoppable.
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What is Collaboration?
Collaboration is both a process and a relationship.
“It is the process of bringing the appropriate people together, to work in
constructive ways and with good information, so they can create authentic
visions and strategies for addressing the shared concerns of a community,
an organization, etc.” (Chrislip & Larson, 1994, p. 14).

By collaborating to address
public concerns, citizens
can and do develop a
different kind of civic
culture that makes their
communities and regions
stronger and more effective.
David Chrislip

Appropriate people means including people reflective of all the perspectives
involved in the issue, not just those of the traditional “usual suspects”.
Usual suspects are those persons who are always at the table or already
have an agenda related to the issue. It is very important to include all
neighborhood stakeholders when forming community collaboration, as each
person will bring something different to the collaboration. Without his
or her contribution, the collaboration will not be as strong. Constructive
ways means a facilitated process protected by ground rules and rooted in
ABCD principles.
It is also a mutually beneficial and well-defined relationship entered into
by two or more parties to achieve common goals they are more likely to
achieve together than alone.
The relationship includes a commitment to:
• shared goals
• a jointly developed structure and shared responsibility
• mutual authority and accountability for success
• sharing of resources, risk, and reward
Note: From Collaboration: What makes it work, by P. W. Mattessich, M. MurrayClose, & B. R. Monsey, 2007, St. Paul: Fieldstone Alliance. Reproduced with
permission.

!

Types of Collaboration
There are several types or levels of collaboration. Each has its own
purpose, structure, and process. The intensity of collaboration can be as
basic as networking with other individuals at a conference or as intense
as a complex, multi-year project involving many different stakeholders and
community partners. Each type is valuable and needed in community work.
The level or structure of collaboration is determined by several different
factors, including the identified need and purpose of the collaboration,
the commitment of all parties involved in the collaboration, the given
environment in which the collaboration will operate, available resources,
and the level of communication among partners. The next page identifies
the levels of collaboration, in order of increasing intensity, along with an
example of each level.
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Networking
Example: Sharing information and resources with
other people at a neighborhood meeting. Netw
orking
often is the foundation for future interaction and
collaboration between people.

Cooperation or Alliance
Example: The Alliance for Nonprofit Managem
ent is the professional association of individuals
and
organizations devoted to improving the manageme
nt and governance capacity of nonprofits - to assis
t
nonprofits in fulfilling their mission. The Alliance
is a learning community that promotes quality in
nonprofit capacity building.

Coordination or Partnership

Example: A daily summer camp for youth is a partn
ership. In order to maximize available resource
s and
keep cost at a minimum to parents, the sponsorin
g organization works with many other organizat
ions
to offer summer programming. The local park
is used for recreation and a site for swimming ;
transportation is provide by a local church; vario
us other youth service providers come to the camp
to
offer additional programming; and daily lunch is
provided through Indianapolis Public Schools.

Coalition
Example: The Afterschool Coalition of Indianapo
lis supports the strategic planning, development,
and
expansion of quality programs during non-scho
ol hours for all K-12 Indianapolis children and their
families. As the umbrella organization that repr
esents after school effor ts in Indianapolis, ACI
works
to increase the number of after school opportun
ities available to children and youth. After scho
ol
providers now have a forum to compare services
and improve performance. They can network and
share ideas among members and access after scho
ol best practices that help strengthen and furth
er their
initiatives.

Collaboration
Example: In 2016, thirteen housing subdivisions
and Homeowners Associations (HOAs) on the
far west
side of Indianapolis collaborated to form the Bridg
epor t Neighborhood Alliance. These partners
work
together to organize and promote an inclusive
growth plan to enhance the quality of life of the
area.
Organizer’s Workbook
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Level

Purpose

Structure

Process

Networking

• Dialogue and common
understanding
• Clearinghouse for
information
• Create base of support
• Build relationships

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Cooperation
or Alliance

• Match needs and
provide coordination
• Limit duplication of
services
• Ensure tasks are done

• Shorter-term, informal
relationship
• Central body of people as
communication hub
• Semi-formal links
• Roles somewhat defined
• Links are advisory
• Group leverages/raises
money

• Facilitative leaders
• Complex decision
making
• Some conflict
• Formal communications
within the central group

Coordination
or Partnership

• Share resources to
address common issues
• Merge resource base
to create something
new

• Longer-term effort
around an issue
• Central body of people
consist of decision makers
• Links formalized
• Roles defined
• Group develops some
shared resources

• Autonomous leadership,
but focus in on issue
• Group decision making
in central and sub
groups
• Some conflict
• Communication is
frequent and clear

Coalition

• Share ideas and
be willing to pull
resources from existing
systems
• Develop commitment
for a minimum of three
years

• Longer-term effort
around a project or task
• All members involved in
decision making
• Links are formal with
written agreement
• Roles and time defined
• Group develops new
resources and joint
budget

• Shared leadership
• Decision making formal
with all members
• More conflict
• Communication is
common and prioritized

Collaboration

• Accomplish shared
vision and impact
benchmarks
• Build interdependent
system to address
issues and
opportunities

• More durable and
integrated relationship
• Consensus used in shared
decision making
• Links are formal
and written in work
assignments
• Roles, time and evaluation
formalized
• Group develops new
resources and joint budget

• Leadership high, trust
level high, productivity
high
• Ideas and decisions
equally shared
• Most conflict
• Highly developed
communication

Note: From Community based collaborations: Wellness multiplied, by T.
Hogue, 1994, Oregon: Center for Community Leadership. Adapted with
permission.
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Non-hierarchical
Loose/flexible link
Roles loosely defined
Community action is
primary link among
members

Low key leadership
Minimal decision making
Little conflict
Informal communication
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How do you build a community
collaboration?
Start with a unifying purpose
The purpose may be broad or more specific, depending upon the
collaboration, in order to attract the appropriate people to become
involved. For example, a neighborhood may be interested in
working on the issues of youth in the community, but may
not know what the issues are right now. Another
neighborhood may already have done some mapping of
the community, and know that an issue affecting youth
is a lack of public gathering spaces. By coming together
to collectively work on the issues affecting the youth in the
whole community, rather than trying to do it alone, the two
neighborhoods are much more likely to have a greater and more
far reaching impact than they would have by themselves.

Bring stakeholders together
Stakeholders are anyone in a community with an interest or stake in an
issue. Stakeholders are originally identified by their interest, perspective,
or knowledge of the issue. They will work together to develop a collective
vision, goals, and work plan to achieve identified desired results.

Build trust/relationships
Building trust is crucial and if it does not occur, it will hamper any
partnership. Allow time for people to get to know and understand
the issues, needs, and passions of all the members of the collaboration.
Encourage members to build relationships with one another. People will
not open up and share until they trust each other.

Create, maintain, and update practical
mission and vision statements
These statements should describe the purpose of the collaboration and the
ideal conditions that would exist when the collaboration achieves its goals.
Do this by consensus. Periodically review these statements as a group, to
ensure that the collaboration stays focused and that the statements are still
reflective of the goals.

Coordinate and organize: obtain needed
support
It may be necessary for stakeholders to gain support from different levels
in order for the collaboration to be successful. Examples may include
city government, community councils, law enforcement, neighborhood
associations, community organizations, etc. Allow time to obtain this
support during the initial phase of the collaboration.
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Develop a working agreement/collaboration
charter: structure, roles, resources
It is important to discuss and put in writing how the group is going to work
together. This should include the mission and vision of the collaboration,
a timeline and milestones for the collaboration, a description of members
and their roles, policies about competition or conflict of interest, and group
norms. This agreement should be developed during the planning stage of a
collaboration and revisited annually to ensure that it is still applicable.

Set goals and objectives
Goals are what you want to accomplish, and objectives are how you are
going to reach your goals. Goals need to be measurable and observable
and should include specific achievable objectives. Always document
baselines for each goal so you can more effectively measure your progress.
Include immediate, short and long-term goals.
(Please refer to the Evaluation section of this workbook for more
information.)

Communicate effectively
This is one of the most important components of collaboration. Everyone’s
opinion is important and needs to be heard. Use common language. When
meeting, use words and phrases that all people will understand. Avoid
acronyms. Sometimes people don’t feel comfortable sharing in a large
group, so it is important to take time to solicit ideas one-on-one or in
smaller group settings.
Promote and encourage open dialogue among members. Maintain
strong and consistent communication with stakeholders outside of the
collaboration.

Resolve conflicts
In any group there are going to be conflicts. If left unresolved, they can
create resentment and even more conflict. That is precisely why, if at all
possible, it is important to discuss how conflicts will be resolved before
they occur. The group must be willing to allow for mistakes. In addition,
individuals must be willing to let go and forgive. It is often helpful to have
an established process for conflict resolution that is developed by the group
and may include seeking outside mediation.

Be open-minded, share ownership and
leadership, empower others
Collaboration is not one person or organization; it is a group of individuals.
This thought should be kept at the forefront and reiterated when needed.
Every person is important and should be empowered.

Stick with it….persevere
Building collaboration is not easy; in fact, it is hard work. There will be
many times when you will want to give up and throw in the towel. Keep
going!
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Evaluate
In order to know if the collaboration is successful you will need to evaluate
your efforts. Evaluation should be done throughout the collaboration,
not just at the end, so that you can improve and adjust, depending on the
feedback received to achieve your desired results.
(Please refer to the Evaluation section of this workbook which can help you think
through the process in a more detailed manner.)

Celebrate success
It is VERY important to regularly celebrate the success of the collaboration
along the way. People need to know that their time and efforts matter.
Also, public celebration is a great way to let people and groups that are
not yet involved in the collaboration know about the achievements of the
collaboration and may encourage them to become engaged.

Who are Stakeholders?

!

Stakeholders include anyone having interest or stake in the issue. They
come from all over the community. Some are considered influential, some
are not considered to have influence. Some are those who are usually
called upon and listened to, some are rarely called upon or listened to.
Stakeholders are originally identified by perspective and interest, not by
name, including:
• people who have responsibilities related to the problem or issue
• people who are affected by the issue as it is, or who will be
affected by the potential solutions
• people whose perspective or knowledge is needed in order to
understand the issue and to develop good solutions or strategies
• people who have the ability, power or resources to choose to
implement solutions or strategies or to block solutions or
strategies
Stakeholders need to be identified, recruited, welcomed, and included. It is
the stakeholders who must agree to work together within the process to
define the problem or vision, the goals, and the solutions.
Organizer’s Workbook
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Stakeholder/Partner Mapping
As you think about who the stakeholders are in your community, it will be very helpful
to map those individuals and organizations, along with their possible interests, roles, and
responsibilities in the collaboration. Use the following table to begin identifying your
community stakeholders. Some examples have been filled in for you.

Stakeholders/Potential
Stakeholders
Business Community

“Mom an d Pop’s Di n e r”

Description of Partnership

(interest, role , responsibility)

Wan t to i ni tiat e a bus i n ess
associa tio n i n t h e n eighbo rho od

Cultural and Ethnic
Groups
Elected Officials
Employment Agencies
Faith-Based
Organizations

“ABCD” Ch urc h

Provi des f re e fai t h -based
co uns e l in g; in t e res t i n you t h
programm in g

Government Agencies
Health Care (Mental/
Physical)
Housing
Intergenerational
Groups
Libraries
Law Enforcement/
Fire Dept.
Media

“Co l labora t i v e
Neighbo rho od” Radio
Sta tio n

Ca n provi d e cov erage of
c o l labora tio n an d high ligh t
success es o n w e e kl y progra m

Non-Profit Organizations
Schools and Universities
Youth Organizations
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Many people do not realize the Riverside neighborhood’s rich history and
resilient residents. Located on the near northwest of Indianapolis, Riverside
once had an amusement park that opened in 1903 and operated for 67
years, a naval armory that played a crucial role in World War II, Bush
Stadium, Taggart Monument (honoring the Indianapolis mayor who created
the city park system against fierce opposition), and more.

Real Life
Scenario

An important component of INRC’s AmeriCorps Public Allies Indianapolis
program, is to serve with a team in a specific neighborhood for a project
(Team Service Project or TSP). The TSP sought to build relationships
with the neighbors of Riverside through door-to-door conversations
and attending Riverside Civic League (RCL) meetings. Through their
conversations, they learned about the firsthand effects of petty crime, but
more importantly, met many neighbors committed to growing their own
food and cooking at home. At RCL meetings, Allies reported seeing the
love, dedication, and the forward movement that the attending neighbors
held. They always had projects in motion and had a proven track record of
affecting positive change.
The focus was to move forward a project already in motion so that it
would be as sustainable and ethical as possible. The TSP worked closely
with 27th Street Gardens, GroundWork Indy, Mary’s Garden, and
gardening neighbors for their collaboration called WeGrow. WeGrow aims
to connect all the small gardens in Riverside to share resources, finances,
etc. The opportunity to assist came by providing structure to the meetings
and focusing them on building from their assets.
The TSP also did a garden preparation and beautification day. The Allies
split into 4 teams to prepare garden spaces for planting season, repair a
little library, and remove trash from the streets and alleyways. The third
completed project was tilling a plot of land (30’ x 50’) and providing starter
plants for Mrs. Williams. Mrs. Williams gardens every year and shares her
produce with her neighbors, while also allowing one or two neighbors to
have a plot they can manage in her garden.
The short term results of all of the various projects included expediency
in the ability to plant produce at three gardens utilized by Riverside
neighbors, improved security and fortitude of a popular lending library, and
improved cohesiveness and structure for the Riverside gardening collective
called WeGrow. Each of these short term results should be sustainable, as
all three gardens have the capacity to continue the work. WeGrow is still
working together, and the lending library has been made weather proof in
order to facilitate better longevity.
Long-term community effects that will stem from these sustainable short
term results include more reliable access to literature, quicker access to
fresh produce, and ultimately a healthier neighborhood. The benefit to
the Public Allies, is that “…we have a better understanding of how to work
alongside a diverse group of people, how to foster sustainable change in a
non-intrusive way, and how meaningful relationships take time.” As fellow Ally,
Kirsten, put it, “I learned that when approaching a neighborhood in development
endeavors, it requires eyes to see the assets already existing and a passion to
uplift and promote those making a difference.”
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Tips
On e s iz e does not fi t a l l; n ei t h e r does on e t yp e of
c o l labora tio n .
App reciat e an d h e l p t h e gro u p to rea l iz e tha t
c o l labora tio n ta kes t i m e an d eff ort from a l l i nv o l ved .
Ens u re tha t a l l sta k eh old ers i n t h e comm u ni t y a re
engaged i n t h e c o l labora tio n from t h e beginn in g. It is
muc h more diffi c u l t to add peo p l e aft e r t h e fac t. If yo u
do n eed to do t his, or yo u n eed to updat e someon e wh o has
not b e e n engaged wi t h t h e c o l labora tio n for a n ext en ded
p e riod of t i m e, it is h e l pf u l to a ppoin t 1 or 2 peo p l e as
t h e poin t p ersons charged wi t h t h e tas k of b rin gin g peo p l e
u p to s p eed .
Em phas iz e t h e i mport an c e of bot h process an d produc t/
res ults .
Ex pec t t h e bes t from thos e wi t h whom yo u a re wo rkin g.
Peo p l e wi l l oft e n s u rp ris e yo u!
Be wi l l in g to lea rn from fa i l u re.
As a gro u p, esta b lis h sh ort- an d lon g-t e rm goals i n ord e r to
b u ild mom en t u m an d excit e m en t.
Ass u m e t h e ro l e yo urs elf, or a ppoin t someon e to b e
respons i b l e for fac i lita t in g, mod era t in g, an d managin g
m ee t ings an d discussio n .
Con t i nuous l y c ul t ivat e lea d ers h i p i n ot h ers, as t ru e
c o l labora tio n req u i res sha red lea d ers h i p.
As a n orga n iz e r, b e s u pport i v e, consist en t, an d
d e p enda b l e i n yo u r in t erac tions wi t h peo p l e.
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communication

efforts

Another way to engage others into your organization is
by making sure that you communicate a clear message
that tells your story. One way to do this is by developing a
marketing effort that will work to captivate the audience that you
want.
Have you ever looked in the newspaper or watched the evening news and
came upon a negative story about your neighborhood? Have you come
across a headline that may have read, “Drugs and High Crime Continue
to Rattle the Eastside?” This type of negative attention can sometimes
derail your neighborhood’s efforts to be seen in a new light. It can also
overshadow all of the great progress that you and your neighbors, after
many years, have been working so hard to achieve.
As a neighborhood organizer it is important that you work along with the
neighborhood to frame and tell the story of all of the positive work and
success and relay that message to the larger community. These are the
stories that you may not find in the daily newspaper or on the evening
news. Developing your marketing strategy can assist you in sharing the
great things that are happening.
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Marketing your Neighborhood
Marketing is a process that helps you exchange something of value for
something that you need.
Marketing your neighborhood can help you:
•
•
•
•

The most effective
marketing efforts are
thought through from the
beginning to the end.
Gary Stern

Reach the audiences that you want with a message that motivates
people to respond
Stand out from the crowd and attract the kind of attention, support,
and enthusiasm you need
Tell your story the way you want it to be told
Have a greater impact on your community

Your marketing effort could be the first introduction to residents, businesses,
and institutions within your community about your organization/association,
initiative, or project. Having a strong marketing effort can help build
the credibility that you need to engage others. As residents and other
stakeholders begin to see the information and message that you are trying to
send, the more interested they’ll be in finding out more and getting involved.
Marketing not only benefits the people in your neighborhood, but can allow
for businesses and institutions within your community to benefit. As these
businesses and institutions become more familiar with your organization/
association, they will be more likely to support your efforts. Once you have
built the support that you need, you can begin to have a greater impact on
the overall community. Using a newsletter, website, blog, or other marketing
tools will allow you to reach well beyond your neighborhood. It can attract
other neighborhoods, as well as businesses or institutions that may have a
similar interest.

Marketing goals
There are two types of marketing goals – Action and Image. Action goals
are specific, measurable, and have results. These should be related to
things we can count. For example, you may be developing a computer class
for seniors within your neighborhood. Your goal may be to have 30-40
seniors engaged in this class. Or, you may have a target for your newsletter
to reach 500 households.
The other type of goal is Image. Image is the way that you want to be
viewed as an organization/ association. You can create goals to help you
change how you are seen. If you are just starting a new organization/
association, or suffering from an outdated image, it will be important to set
image goals to create positive change.

Before you market your neighborhood, know
your position
Your “position” means finding and establishing your unique role within the
community. Finding your position can help you define your organization’s
character and how it wants to be seen. It also gives you the opportunity to
measure your reputation with the community. As your role becomes well
known, your name will be firmly associated with the unique contribution
that you make.
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Technology: Email, websites, blogs,
etc…oh my!
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Although technological communication tools take time, effort, and
sometimes money, it is a more efficient and timely way to get information
out to the community. Having access to technology such as email,
websites, and blogs can not only reach a wider audience, but add to the
credibility of your organization. Technological tools can also provide
another medium for input on neighborhood issues and create a space for
communities to advocate for themselves.

Examples of how technology can assist your community:
Developing a website to encourage
residents to attend neighborhood
meetings and events
Emailing neighborhood meeting
reminders to area residents
Creating a blog to allow residents to voice
their opinions about specific subjects
Using the internet to research the
history of the neighborhood
Creating an e-newsletter
Developing an online survey or
questionnaire

Creating a video that shows your
community in action and displaying it on
Youtube.com
Set up a Facebook page,
www.facebook.com/pages/create
Set up a Twitter account, www.twitter.com
Establish an Instagram account for your
neighborhood photos, www.instagram.com
Set up a group for your neighborhood on
Nextdoor, www.nextdoor.com

Technology Resources
There are multiple websites and resources that will allow you to
communicate with your neighbors and the broader community. To
determine which medium will be most effective for your neighborhood,
consider what your neighbors are already using as a means to
communicate. Although the majority of your neighbors likely have
internet access, think about ways to connect with those who
don’t. Because it is likely that many of your neighbors have cell
phones, text messaging may be a viable option for brief reminders
about meetings and community events.
These are just a few examples of how technology can assist us in
connecting and networking with residents, businesses, faith-based
institutions, and other stakeholders within the community. The most
effective way to use these tools is to build upon the assets that are
already within your community. Individuals and institutions can assist in:
•
•
•
•

Creating a neighborhood newsletter
Getting local media coverage for a community event
Developing a neighborhood website
Printing flyers for an upcoming event

Residents and partners bring skills, experience, and interest to your
marketing efforts. It will be helpful to tap into and engage those residents
that have marketing, media, and/or technological skills. Institutions bring
skills and experience to the table, as well. Institutions such as businesses,
faith-based organizations, and schools may be able to support your efforts
by making copies, distributing your materials, or creating graphic art designs
for your logo.
Organizer’s Workbook
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In the first column create a list of possible marketing tools that are available. These
could include flyers, websites, newsletters, etc. In the second column list all of the
possible collaborations or partnerships that could assist you in your communication
efforts (neighborhood associations, businesses, etc.). In the third column, list all target
populations. These are groups that are currently not engaged that you want to get
involved (youth, seniors, renters, etc). Lastly, using the first three columns, think about
strategies that you could create to develop an effective communication effort and list them
in the fourth column. These will be things that you and your organization will
do to make sure that your message is shared with
the community.
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Evaluate your marketing efforts
Analyze progress on your action goals by measuring the specific results.
It is important that each of your goals is measurable and that there are
individuals in place to evaluate the success of your communication efforts.
Determine which of your communication efforts is the most effective so
that you may concentrate your efforts there. If your goal is to increase
attendance at your neighborhood meeting by 20% by June, make sure
that you measure to see if you have reached your goal. You can measure
your progress on image goals by surveying participants, members, board
members, and funders. One of the ways to do this is by creating a simple
survey or questionnaire that asks individuals who attend a neighborhood
meeting or event how they found out about your organization/association.
Evaluating your goals will help you to be more effective in your effort
to inform and engage (see the section on Evaluation). There are several
free and low cost websites that allow you to analyze the
amount of people that follow your online
communication.

The Plan 2020 leadership team developed a unique and successful plan for
outreach. Because community engagement has changed and evolved, Plan
2020 sought to rethink how to engage the public throughout the process.
Plan 2020 tested twelve engagement vehicles to find out how
engagement works in the 21st century. As a result of their
efforts, well over 100,000 persons were reached by the 12
engagement tools.

Real Life
Scenario

The neighborhood outreach used in the Plan 2020 initiative
is well aligned with INRC’s mission to increase engagement
throughout Indianapolis neighborhoods, to increase leadership
skills in neighborhood leaders, and to increase community
building activities across our neighborhoods. INRC served as
a partner in the Plan 2020 engagement process. We created
and deployed a Street Team to spread the word about the
Plan 2020 project, and gather input on what truly matters, to
members of the Indianapolis community who may not have
otherwise had access to the process.
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Tips
De v elop a ma rke t in g eff ort to effec t i v e l y t e l l yo u
r
n eighb o rho od’s sto ry an d enga ge ot h ers . Th e re a re
ma n y d iffe ren t comm u nica tio n tools tha t ca n s u
pport
yo u i n enga gin g resi d ents an d ot h e r sta k eh old ers
. Ma k e
s u re tha t yo u ha v e id en t ified t h e aud i en c e tha t
yo u
wan t to targe t. Also, ma k e s u re tha t yo u a re us in
g the
mos t effec t i v e tool to reac h t h e m.

Ma rke t in g is not t h e sa m e as enga gin g. Enga gin g
is
abou t b u ild in g rela tions h ips, w h i l e ma rke t in g
is
abou t s en d in g a mess age.

Enga ge yo u r n eighb ors to becom e i nv o l ved i n
ma rke t in g yo u r n eighb o rho od . Enco urage t h e m
to joi n
yo u i n t e l l in g t h e sto ry of t h e n eighb o rho od .
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Taking

Action
To Get Results
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One of the main goals of organizers is to support constituents in
advocating for change. Making change in a community is paramount
in keeping people involved in your work. Keeping people involved,
while making community change, ensures sustainable results. Many
communities have well-meaning people who can and do advocate for
change, but who lack the use of a process that will lead to the results they
so dearly desire.
In this session we will highlight a process that many advocates are
using to support their community. The process is called Results Based
Accountability (RBA). RBA is used throughout the world in supporting
communities with turning the curve on outcomes that they themselves
have determined will better the lives of the people in their community.
We hope you explore this process when supporting your community as
you develop sustainable outcomes. They could prove to be just the right
process in achieving your desired results.
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How do we make change in our
neighborhoods?
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There are three main parts to organizing change in neighborhoods that
must be done in order to obtain results. The first is the act of Engaging.
Engaging is simply going out to meet and greet neighbors, listening to their
visions for self and community and finding ways to pull in their visions in
a way that will enhance them and the community at the same time. This
comes when you have mapped and built relationships with as many people
as possible, while at the same time making connections among these
people.

The future hinges on what
we do or fail to do today.
Mark Friedman

The second part of organizing change in neighborhoods is Sustainability.
Sustainability is building a plan that will include outcomes, plans to measure
those outcomes, partnerships and stated actions. In the planning stage a
good organizer will bring together partners to design what this plan will
look like. Normally, the partners will see where they fit into the plan,
and, in turn, collaborate with the organizer to see that actions meet with
intended outcomes.
Last, but not least, is Mobilization. Mobilization is those things that the
group decides will need to happen in order to see their outcomes take
shape. Many times these actions can be best practices, collaborative
relationships, or simply what is already happening. They just need to
bring those things to the table and work together. After those seeking to
organize are aware of the steps needed to complete the work, then they
are ready to prepare an organizing plan.

Engage m en t + Susta in a bi li t y = Mobi l iza tion

Organizing for action is like the support of a 3 legged stool. You have to
have the support of all three legs in order to see lasting outcomes. Many
times good organizers don’t get to their actions, because they have missed
one or more of these important steps.
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Engage
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The following is a chart of what organizing for action entails. Organizing is a step-by-step
approach to engaging people on many possible levels. Where are you in your organizing
campaign? Place a check mark in the box next to the items that you have started working
on. Remember, organizing is circular in nature and may involve moving back and forth among
the steps once you are off the ground and running. Note: Most or all of your organizing
work should be completed before moving ahead to
the next steps.
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co m m u n i t y
Ne tw o rk in g i n
t h e co m m u n i t y
En ga gi n g t h e
co m m u n i t y
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Engagement is seen when the following occurs:
• Mapping your target populations. (See the section on Asset
Mapping in this workbook for more information.)
• Networking and getting to know your constituents. This
will include learning what they do and what their mission
entails.
• Gathering information and data about the 5 target areas
that make up your, or any, community.
• Individuals
• Associations
• Exchange
• Land
• Institutions
(local economy)
• Create and maintain a database of connections that
you make in the community. Network with these
stakeholders as often as possible.
Sustainability is seen when the following occurs:
• You have a plan that includes outcomes, ways of
measuring, partnerships and stated actions. This plan
acts as a blueprint for your work.
• Planning occurs that is inclusive of diverse populations.
• You come up with solutions that are doable, measurable, and
targeted toward supporting your outcomes.
• An evaluation plan is created and implemented to measure your
results (See the section on Evaluation in this workbook for more
information.)
• You use data to track and set benchmarks for how well you
are reaching your outcomes. This data also includes baseline
information.
• You are having conversations with your partners on how they can
play a part in the actions of the plan by assimilating portions of the
plan into what they already do when appropriate.

Special Note
No one person should do all of the
work for the teams. If this occurs
many teams will break down and the
facilitator will become what is known as
a Mule. A Mule is someone who has
taken on too much of the work of the
team.

Mobilization is seen when the following occurs:
• With plan in hand and collaborations on board, outcomes are given
to action teams that can be supported by a good facilitator. The
facilitator supports the team with developing work plans and seeing
them to fruition. He or she also works with the team to create and
modify ways to benchmark, track and measure for change over time.
• A facilitator uses his or her skill of supporting the group with the
3R’s to delegate actions and engage all team participants in doing
the work. (See the section on Neighborhood Meetings in this
workbook for more information.)
• Use best practices when appropriate. Ask if someone is already
doing similar work. If there is a program or method that is already
showing results, ask them to collaborate with your work. Don’t recreate the wheel! INRC can help you identify best practices.
• As you reach benchmarks and accomplish goals, celebrate your
teams in a way that acknowledges everyone as contributors to the
outcomes.
• Coach your team to continuously seek new connections that can
link up with the plans. Add these connections to your data base
and touch base with them as often.
• PDCA – Remember to Plan, Do, Check and Act continuously to
assure that actions are being improved upon and those involved in
the processes are continuously learning.
Organizer’s Workbook
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Results Based Accountability
One important tool that many good organizers use to support their
planning is called Results Based Accountability, or RBA, for short. The
idea was developed by Mark Friedman, a 19-year veteran of the Maryland
Department of Human Services. Mark’s work makes simple the
complicated outlining of getting results in communities. His step by step
approach trains neighbors to create sustainable change through the use of
partnerships, data and common sense planning that is not a cookie-cutter
solution. Neighborhood folk are challenged to seek unique outcomes or
solutions to what ails their community. In the process, individuals learn
valuable skills, such as project management, collaboration and the
use of data to create baselines for tracking change over
time. Often, this process leaves the community with a
blueprint for action.
This method is a good way for all people to support their
communities in planning.
There is an easy-to-use matrix that can help organizers
support teams through the sustainability and action phases
of their organizing for actions. The matrix focuses on a set of
five questions that move teams from talking about outcomes to
looking at actions. The following lists the questions.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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• Outcomes: At the end of this project what results will you have
achieved?
Experience: Once this outcome has been accomplished what will
the participants have experienced?
Story: What is going on currently to let you know that your
participants would benefit from this outcome?
Strategies: What sorts of things can we do that will work to change
our outcome?
Measurable: How do you plan to measure the success of this
outcome?
Partners: Who can assist you with this outcome?
Actions: What works, what actions, or next steps do you need to
take in order to accomplish your outcome?

Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center

CoalitionIndy Election Forum Planning Matrix
Outcomes

Experience

Story

Strategies

Measureables

At the end
of this
project what
results will
you have
achieved?

Once this
outcome
has been
accomplished
what will the
participants
have
experienced?

What is going
on currently to
let you know
that your
participants
would benefit
from this
outcome?

What sorts of
things can we
do that will
work to change
our outcome?

How do
you plan to
measure the
success of this
outcome?

Residents
will have
information
on where the
candidates
stand on
their issues

Our
community
will see a
increase
in voter
registration
and voting at
the polls

Residents
do not know
who their
representatives
are and what
they stand for

Implement a
candidates
election forum
to educate the
neighbors

Number of
residents who
attend the
event

Residents are
talking with
one another
about the
issues that
they say are
important

Residents are
not sharing
what they see
are issues that
most concern
them

Now it’s your turn to use what you have just learned. Working with your team, list
a couple of outcomes that you would like to see happen in your community. Work
through the six sections of the tool asking these effective questions.

Outcomes

Experience
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Story

Strategies

Actions

Neighborhood Select and
Confirm
Associations
candidates
Election
Acquire
Candidates
information
Number of
Democrat and
on where
candidates
Republican
candidates
who attend the Parties
stand on issues
event

Create an ice- Number of
breaker that
residents that
will have those respond to
in attendance survey question
talk to one
on interaction
another about
Number of
issues that
residents who
most
respond to the
Exit Poll
This example represents a portion of a RBA Matrix that was developed by
a committee working on an Election Forum called Coalition Indy.
Residents
will interact
with the
candidates
and others to
discuss their
issues

Partners

Who can assist What works/
you with this actions or
outcome?
next steps do
you need to
take in order
to accomplish
your outcome?

Measureables

Develop an
agenda for the
Neighborhood meeting
Organizations Develop a
United Meth .. survey for
the meeting
Church
that will be
MLK Center
interactive
Children's
Museum
Residents
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Actions
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Real Life
Scenario

On the northwest side of Indianapolis there is a very unique area.
Bordered by 46th street to the north, 34th street to the south,
Commercial Drive on the east and High School Road on the west, this area
is home to 71 different ethnic restaurants, over 70 different languages are
spoken, and 700 cultural businesses call this neighborhood home.
The International Marketplace Coalition (IMC) is embracing the area’s newfound diversity, and with the help of the community and local businesses, is
working to be recognized as a thriving cultural, commercial and connected
destination. Their goal is to become the go-to location for international
culture and cuisine, and to be a welcoming community for people of all
backgrounds.
In an effort to help publicize the growing international flair of the area, IMC
developed a major marketing campaign that highlights the area, focusing on
local businesses and restaurants. This effort will further define the area as
a place that attracts the people and flavors of the world.
In the fall of 2014, IMC dedicated a Streetscape Project along West 38th
Street and Lafayette Road, including three gateway markers and secondary
markers, with pennants. The gateway markers feature a silver pylon topped
by a globe and a man’s face. The face is not just any man’s face, but a photo
of the owner of Saigon restaurant, located in the International Marketplace.
This gives recognition to the residents and business owners that make this
northwest Indianapolis neighborhood so unique and a “beautiful melting pot
of colors”, said Mary Clark, Executive Director of IMC.
Each of the three globes is solar powered and changes color after dark.
The globes are programmed to display three colors. All 365 days of a year
are programmed to reflect the colors of national flags from countries of
origin for local residents and business owners.
Another element of the campaign includes videotapes of five different
restaurant owners, who talk about their signature dishes and tell the story
of their history. These videos are available to view on the IMC website,
www.imcoalition.org.
In 2016, IMC put together a marketing campaign package for local
businesses and restaurants. The package includes radio advertisement
and television programming, featuring a monthly segment on Indy Style.
There are also options for print media, including local Asian and Hispanic
magazines.
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Neighborhood

Meetings

One of the main goals of organizers is to engage the community in
meaningful and thoughtful dialogue so that its voice can be heard.
One good way to do this is through community meetings. Community
meetings are a good organizing tool to bring people together in order
to inform, gain consensus, gain input or even evaluate work. However,
in order to make the above things happen, the meeting must involve
detailed planning to ensure that results are reached. Meetings must
also have a good facilitator who knows how to engage participants in a
neutral fashion.
When planning a community meeting for desired results, there are a few
new methodologies that an organizer can use to engage the community
in dialogue. They include, but are not limited to: Open Space
Technology, World Café, Town Hall and SOAR. We hope you explore
these approaches when developing your next neighborhood meeting.
They could prove to be just the right method to achieve your desired
results.
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The 3R’s of Meeting Design

When people are
engaged in meaningful
conversation, the whole
room reflects curiosity and
delight.
Margaret J. Wheatley

A good organizer will need to know how to facilitate a conversation to
draw out the 3R’s when designing any meeting. The 3R’s are Relationships,
Resources and Results. The concept was designed courtesy of Sherbrooke
Consulting, Inc. for the Resident Leadership and Facilitation Work
Book, Sponsored by the Annie E. Casey Foundation (Annie E. Casey
Foundation, n.d., chap. 9). Key to this 3R process is Appreciative Listening.
Appreciative listening is an awareness of oneself and an intense listening
to a speaker for responses to effective questions. Often this is done by
setting a background statement and listening for the key responses. Before
we focus on effective questions, let’s look at the 3R’s in more detail.
The 3R’s of meeting design are not reading, writing, and arithmetic. They
are instead “Relationship + Resources = Results” and good organizers
depend on them to bring about effective meetings.

Rela tions h ips + Reso urces = Res ults
•
•
•

Try
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Relationships how people relate to you, to each other, and to
Relationships:
the result.
Resources: what people have and can bring to help get the results.
E.g., their time, their commitment, their passion, their talent, who
they know, who they can influence, access to others, etc.
Results: what you want to accomplish. They consist of what you
see when actions achieve their purpose.

Think about one result that you would like to see from your next meeting and fill in
the three sections of this matrix with your answers. Always start with the question on
Results then move to the Relationships and Resources questions.

Results

What do you want to
accomplish . What will
you see when actions
achieve their purpose?

72

Relationships

Resources
What do people have
and can bring to help
get the result?

How will the people you
invite to this meeting
relate to you, each other
and the result?
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Effective Questions
Effective Questions are a very good way that organizers ascertain what
groups really want to see happen at their meetings. They focus on the
3R’s, while challenging the group to think about their results. Facilitation
of these questions involves using open-ended, inquisitive, you-oriented and
appreciative styled questions. Appreciative listening skills are also key to
using effective questions.

An effective question is:
Open-ended (not answered with “yes” or “no”);
Inquisitive – leads people to think (“what?”, “How?”,
not “why?”)
You-oriented (“What do you think…?” “How do you
feel about…?); and
Appreciative (trust that the person has the answer).
As you ask these types of questions in your work, the greater your capacity
will become of getting the results that you are working toward.

The following matrix is based on the 3R’s. Included in each of the areas are examples
of effective questions that can be used to draw out information that will be helpful in
making your meeting results oriented. Thinking about your upcoming meeting, fill in
other effective questions that you can use to draw out information to use while planning
your meeting.

Resources
Relationships

What effective relationship
minded questions could
you ask when developing
your next meeting?
• Who needs to be
involved to get our
results?

• Who has been invited?
• Who else is needed?

• How do we get them
there?
•
•
•
Organizer’s
Workbook

What effective resource
minded questions could
you ask when developing
your next meeting?

• What do we know about
making this successful?
• What can those invited
do to help?

• What do they need so
they will give their time
and attention?

Results
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What effective Results
minded questions could
you ask when developing
your next meeting?
• If successful , what
would we see?

• What do we want to
have at the end of the
meeting?

• How would you measure
progress?

• When do resources need
to be available?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Meeting Design: As you set up your meeting based on what you want to accomplish, the following are examples
of what you can do to get different types of meeting results.
Meeting Result

Type of Work

Approaches

Preparation

Relationships
strengthened

People getting to
know each other

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Name tags/tents
Food
Gather Materials
Stress toys
Sign in sheet

Information shared

People learning
new things

• Story telling
• Hand out
• Small Presentations to
review highlights of a report
• Facilitation discussion

•
•
•
•

Choose topic
Prepare report
Read report
Practice

Ideas generated

Creative thinking

• Post-It Notes
• Flip chart brainstorming
• Draw pictures

• Gather materials
• Set context for
participants and ask
questions

Issues explored

Inquiry and
dialogue

• Paired conversation

• Set context for
participants and ask
questions

Solutions developed

Problem solving

• Define Problems
• Flip chart brainstorming
• Create options

• Set context for
participants and ask
questions
• Define problems

Decisions made

Making choices
together

• Consensus (rule of thumb)
• Dot Voting
• Listing topics and allowing
for those who have an
interest to emerge

• Learn rule of thumb
• ID sources of conflict
• Set context for
participants and ask
questions

Commitments made

Negotiating
requests/
contributions

• Dialogue to ID barriers to
actions and what is needed
to overcome them
• Flip chart brainstorming for
list of task and solicit from
the group support
• Listing topics and allowing
for those who have an
interest to emerge
• Follow-up and next steps

• Set context for
participants and ask
questions
• Solution development
• Decisions making
• Relationship building

Feedback

Evaluations of the
meeting

• Questionnaire/survey
• Check – in with participants
• Exit Poll

• Prepare survey/
questionnaire
• Post question on flip
chart, message board etc.
and allow participants to
mark their answers

Adapted from Resident Leadership and Facilitation Work
Book, Sponsored by the Annie E. Casey Foundation. (Annie E.
Casey Foundation, n.d., chap. 11).
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Eating together
Ice Breaker
Meet and greet/mingle
One-on-Ones Intro
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Meeting Facilitation
It is one thing to plan a meeting and quite another to actually facilitate one.
Facilitating a meeting requires skill, preparation, and a good attitude. The
role of a facilitator is to exhibit neutrality and strong listening skills. These
skills essential for someone who is organizing in the community, because
it allows the organizer to support all types of groups with their efforts. If
you have not already done so, it is always a good idea to add training to
your work plan and start with a really good training on facilitation that
is progressive and challenges you as an organizer to practice effective
questions, good listening skills and staying neutral.

Think back to a time when you experienced fantastic facilitation at a meeting, training or
group. What did they do? What made the facilitation so fantastic?

Try
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Characterist
ics of a good
facilitator

What did they
do?

What made th
e
facilitation so
fa

ntastic?
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APE’ing
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One good way of using all of these skills in a solid uncomplicated technique
is called APE’ing. APE’ing stands for Acknowledging, Paraphrasing and
Exploring. The technique combines appreciative listening skills with key
facilitation skills such as reflecting, clarifying, summarizing and using silence
just to name a few. What makes APE’ing real to the process of facilitating
is the way that, if used correctly, the group will be fully engaged in the
work at hand and will leave with a sense of empowerment, because their
individual voices were heard.

Try

In the previous “Try It” you thought through and listed the characteristics of a good facilitator.
In your list, you probably noted the skills of listening, neutrality and paraphrasing. As stated
above, APE’ing is a good way to assist the organizer or facilitator in allowing the voice of
the group to be heard. Under the characteristics column add other ways a
good facilitator can use to Acknowledge, Paraphrase and
Exploring with groups.
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Meeting Methodologies
After you have facilitated the groups 3R’s using effective questions and
APE’ing skills, you will need to settle on what type of meeting you will have.

!

The following types of meetings can be used to help support methods that
your team can use to engage the community with obtaining your results.
They include World Café, Open Space, Town Hall, and SOAR. Although
each of these are similar in that they all engage community, they differ in
approach. Read over the following methods to find which ones are better
suited for getting to your results.

World Cafe
World Café Conversations are an intentional way to create a living
network of conversation around questions that matter. A Café
Conversation is a creative process for leading collaborative dialogue,
sharing knowledge and creating possibilities for action in groups of all sizes.
Organizers recognize that essential learning and knowledge sharing occurs
through informal relationships and networks of conversation. Their
role includes convening and hosting collaborative conversations among
diverse stakeholders to explore core questions and emerging possibilities.
Conveners of these meeting set up the meeting space in the form of a
Café with tables and chairs that are in groupings. Each table will normally
have a different topic of conversation. Each conversation will move the
community closer to individual and collective reflection as well as crossfertilization of ideas. The community engages consciously as a large-scale
Café engaged in an ongoing inquiry around its most important questions.

Open Space
Open Space Technology (OST) is a meeting process that brings together
diverse groups with a common stake in an issue for discussion and decisionmaking (Owen, 1997). OST differs from traditional meeting in that there
are no predetermined agenda items, speakers, or workshop topics. Instead,
the large group identifies agenda topics. Participants connect with others
who share their interests and exchange ideas, information and experiences,
and, when it makes sense, begin planning for change. These meetings are
especially useful for sharing information among
people who do not frequently interact. OST can
work with a group of 15 to a group of 100-plus,
and can range from 4 hours to 5 days.
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Town Hall
A town hall meeting is a meeting where an entire
geographic area is invited to participate in a
gathering, often for a political or administrative
purpose. It may be to obtain community
suggestions or feedback on public
policies from government officials,
or to cast legally binding votes
on budgets and policy. Normally,
everybody in a community is invited to
attend, voice their opinions, and hear
responses from public figures and elected
officials, although, today, attendees rarely
vote on an issue.
There are no specific rules or
guidelines for holding a town hall
meeting. If the turnout is large, and
the objective is to give as many people as possible an opportunity to speak,
the group can be broken down into smaller discussion groups. Participants
all hear an opening presentation and then break into smaller groups
(“group-up”) to discuss an aspect of the presentation. Each group appoints
someone to summarize their group’s discussion.

SOAR
SOAR stands for :

Strengths
Opportunities
Aspirations, and
Results

SOAR and AI are different than a traditional SWOT analysis. SOAR and
AI focus upon strengths and vision, and works to understand and include,
while SWOT asks certain stakeholders to list, “Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats.”
SOAR is also a great way to move from Engagement and Planning to
Mobilization. One of the core values of SOAR is results. Therefore, SOAR
has a ready-made process that supports participants as they utilize the
plan on a daily basis, helping inform decisions and actions. For additional
information, we suggest you read The Thin Book of SOAR; Building
Strengths-Based Strategy, written by Jacqueline M. Stavros and Gina
Hinrichs.
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Pre-planning

You have learned about meeting design, facilitation, methodologies and evaluation. Now let’s
put what you have learned to practice. Think about an upcoming meeting that you will need
to design. Use the following form to plan your meeting. Remember it is always best to plan
ahead, well in advance of your meeting to insure that your results can and will be met.
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Pre-Planning Meeting
Before you begin, pull together at least 3 to 5 people to assist you in organizing your meeting. Use this form to
assist your group with planning your meeting. Once you have completed this form, create the agenda for your
upcoming meeting using the information that the group gave.
Purpose/ Background for Meeting:
Co l laborat e wi t h Comm u ni t y p u b lic Safe t y liaisons t hroughou t Ma rio n Co un t y as
w e l l as grassroot s n eighbors to b rin g fort h s trategies to affec t Qu a li t y of Life fo r a l l .

3R’s
Relationship
How will the people you invite to this
meeting relate to you, each other and
the result?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IMPD Liaisons
Adop t-A-Bloc k
In dian ap o lis
Neighbo rho od Reso urc e
Cen t e r
Mayo r’s Neighbo rho od
Advocates
Heal t h an d Hos pita l
Mi d Nort h Pu b lic Safe t y
Prosecutors offi c e
Ma rio n Co un t y 911
Ass t. Di recto r of Pu b lic
Safe t y
Bu t l e r Ta rkingto n
Neighbo rho od
Cri m e Watc h
Coord inato r

Resources
What do people have and can bring to
help get the results?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ref res h m ents
Music
Mee t in g plac e
Grassroot s peo p l e to do
On e-o n-on es
Fac i litato r
Fl i p chart
Neighbo rho od
back gro un d an d
info rma tio n

Results
What do you want to accomplish?
What will you see when actions achieve
their purpose?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gi v e histo ry of t h e
“Uni t ”
Bu ild Rela tions h i p
amon g t h e gro u p
Cons ensus o n Missio n/
Ob jec t i v e
Co nfi rm Co l labora tio n
amon g t h e part n ers
Bra insto rm fo r progra m
i deas
Ex plore Nex t St eps
Sc hed u l e n ex t m ee t in g

Meeting Methodologies and Approaches
Based on the outcomes from above, develop strategies to assist you in getting your desired results.
List Desired Results
What Method and or Approach will you use?
•

Bu ild Rela tions h ips amon g t h e gro u p

•

•

Gi v e histo ry of t h e “Uni t ”

•

•

Cons ensus o n Missio n/Ob jec t i v e

•

•

Co nfi rm Co l labora tio n amon g t h e
part n ers

•

Lis t of progra m i deas

•

•

Ex plore Nex t St eps

•

•

Sc hed u l e n ex t m ee t in g

•

•

Provi d e Ref res h m ents/Ic e Brea k e r-Ge t
to kn o w ot h ers

Sma l l p res enta tio n o n t h e histo ry of t h e
“Uni t ”
Fl i p chart gro u p bra i n sto rm sessio n
Pre m ee t in g On e-o n-On es to ga rn e r
cons ensus

Fl i p chart gro u p bra i n sto rm sessio n
Lis t to pics via fl i p chart fo r n ex t st eps
an d assign tasks
Ga i n cons ensus fo r n ex t dates an d
t i mes fo r fu t u re m ee t ings

Meeting Evaluation
Po l l o n effec t i v e n ess of m ee t in g to ge t res ults
Informal
Formal
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Pre-Planning Meeting
Before you begin, pull together at least 3 to 5 people to assist you in organizing your meeting. Use this form to
assist your group with planning your meeting. Once you have completed this form, create the agenda for your
upcoming meeting using the information that the group gave.
Purpose/ Background for Meeting:

3R’s
Relationship
How will the people you invite to this
meeting relate to you, each other and
the result?

Resources
What do people have and can bring to
help get the results?

Results
What do you want to accomplish?
What will you see when actions achieve
their purpose?

Meeting Methodologies and Approaches
Based on the outcomes from above, develop strategies to assist you in getting your desired results.
List Desired Results
What Method and or Approach will you use?
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Meeting Evaluation
Informal
Formal
Organizer’s Workbook
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Draft Agenda
Date: Marc h 1, 2016
Time: 6 to 7:30
Place: In dian ap o lis Neighbo rho od Reso urc e Cen t e r
# of Hours: 1.5
Time
Result
Approach
6:00
6:15
6:25
6:35

6:50
7:05

Note: This draft agenda was created by INRC and used as a tool
with the Metro Public Safety Awareness Unit, a collaboration
between Butler-Tarkington Neighborhood Association, Crown Hill
Neighborhood Association and Meridian-Kessler Neighborhood
Association. This unit was created as a result of the ButlerTarkington Neighborhood Association Study Circle on Public Safety.

Bu ild Rela tions h ips amon g t h e Mee t an d Gree t/Ref res h m ents/ Music
gro u p

Bu ild Rela tions h ips amon g t h e Ic e Brea k e r o n ge tt in g to kn o w eac h ot h e r
gro u p
b e tt e r
Histo ry of t h e Me tro Safe t y
Awa re n ess Uni t

Co nfi rm c o l labora tio n amon g
part n ers

Gi v e a sma l l p res enta tio n an d provi d e
handou t

Pass ou t c olored s h eets of lega l pa p e r. As k
eac h sta k eh old e r to writ e do wn t h e i r
respons i b i li t ies an d goals . As k eac h
partic ipan t to ta l k abou t wha t t h e y wrot e
an d ta p e it u p o n t h e wa l l . De b rief b y t h e
gro u p, po in t in g to ho w a great e r i mpac t
co uld b e don e if w e a l l wo rked clos e r
toge t h e r.
As k eac h sta k eh old e r fo r t h e i r part n ers h i p

Cons ensus o n Missio n/Ob jec t i v e Pres en t gro u p wi t h t h e start of a missio n
as k fo r t h e i r i n pu t an d wo rk o n t h e
d e v elo p m en t
Ge n erat e progra m i deas

7:15

Ex plore n ex t st eps

7:20

Sc hed u l e n ex t m ee t in g

7:25

Info rma l s u rv e y

Un v e i l a p re lis t of i deas tha t t h e gro u p
co uld un d ert a k e an d as k fo r t h e i r b u y-i n
an d addi tion a l i n pu t fo r n e w i deas .
Ex plore n ex t st eps fo r t h e gro u p b y
s o lici t in g from t h e gro u p t h e i r thoughts
an d Fl i p chart in g responses . Assign tas k to
partic ipants .
Ga i n cons ensus fo r t h e bes t t i m e fo r as
ma n y as poss i b l e

Pre-board Ques tions fo r a n info rma l s u rv e y
an d as k partic ipants fo r t h e i r i n pu t.
Record t h e res u l t.

Tasks for Next Steps
Based on the outcomes from above, develop a task list for next steps.
Task
Responsibility
Va l
Type up final meeting agenda

Due date
3/7

Contact special guest (One-on-one)

Ca l l i e

3/15

Send out save the dates/Invitations

Ca l l i e

3/20

Put together a marketing strategy (See section on marketing)

Ca l l i e an d Ed

3/20

Start ga t h e rin g n eeded mat e rials

Va l

3/25

Acq u i re a fac i litato r an d Co-Fac i litato r

Va l

3/15

Ga t h e r mat e rials

Ed

4/1

Ref res h m ents

Ed

4/1
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Draft Agenda
Date:
Time:
Place:
# of Hours:
Time
Result

Approach

Tasks for Next Steps
Based on the outcomes from above, develop a task list for next steps.
Task
Responsibility
Type up final meeting agenda

Due date

Contact special guest (One-on-one)
Send out save the dates/Invitations
Put together a marketing strategy (See section on marketing)
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Real Life
Scenario

Rosedale Hills is a neighborhood on Indianapolis’ south side. It’s a quiet,
tree-lined community just south of the University of Indianapolis. Like many
older neighborhoods around the city, Rosedale Hills has faced its challenges.
Though a pleasant place to call home, the neighborhood has long lacked
a distinct identity and has dealt with quality of life issues, like petty crime,
walkability and access to green space.
These were challenges that didn’t go unnoticed by one of the neighborhood’s
newest residents. Bryan Hannon and his family moved to Rosedale Hills in
2012, but quickly noticed the neighborhood lacked any formal organization
through which to address these concerns, so he got to work.
Working closely with the Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center,
Hannon spent the better part of the summer talking to neighbors at
their doors about shared concerns and gauging interest in beginning a
neighborhood organization.
To get the process started, INRC staff provided Hannon with guidance on
conducting community surveys, setting meeting agendas and having difficult
conversations. The response from neighbors was overwhelmingly positive,
with a total of 36 people in attendance for the first meeting, including
elected officials and public safety officials. INRC staff was also there to help
facilitate the conversation.
For the first time in many years, neighbors had the opportunity to
collectively share their concerns with their elected officials and petition
for more resources for some of the neighborhood’s most pressing needs.
For many, the benefits of a neighborhood meeting were obvious. And after
one meeting, it was clear there was momentum for more neighborhood
engagement.
Throughout the fall of 2015, Hannon continued working with INRC on
developing strategies for sustaining the momentum. Assistance with bylaws,
board development and networking opportunities provided Hannon and his
neighbors with the guidance they needed for future growth.
The Rosedale Hills Neighborhood Organization has held several meetings,
and neighbors have seen the results. Working in close partnership with
elected officials and city representatives, neighbors have successfully
addressed problems, ranging from drug activity to potholes.
With an eye toward the future, the neighborhood is now considering new
activities to deepen the sense of community. Neighborhood cookouts,
cleanups, pocket parks and fundraisers are all on the crowded agenda for
next year.
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Tips
Enro l l i n a Fac i lita tio n wo rkshop to becom e a b e tt e r
fac i litator.
A go od fac i litator stays n eu tra l .
Be p repa red, us in g t h e 3R’s for m ee t in g Design .
Try ou t d iffe ren t m ee t in g me thodologies (prac tic e, prac tic e,
prac tic e).
Always pla n w e l l a head of yo u r in t en ded m ee t ings to a l lo w
for go od trou b l e sh oot in g.
Se t a rela xed an d o p e n ton e for yo u r m ee t ings b y us in g
fo od, music, an d hosts to gree t peo p l e as t h e y com e i n .
Re m e m b e r, t h e ma i n goa l of a n orga n iz e r is to engage t h e
comm u ni t y i n a n in c lus i v e ma n n e r.
Always a rran ge yo u r agenda i n suc h a wa y tha t yo u wi l l
ac h i e v e yo u r in t en ded res ults .
Pu l l a tea m toge t h e r to pla n an d i m p l e m en t yo u r m ee t ings .
Do n’t b e a “Lon e Ran ge r”.
Sha re respons i b i li t ies .
Creat e an d i m p l e m en t a n eva lua tio n of yo u r m ee t in g.
Fo l lo w-u p an d sha re t h e res ults of yo u r m ee t in g wi t h
partic ipants .
Do n’t forget a sign-i n s h ee t to ge t contac t info rma tio n .
It ’s a go od i dea to re hears e ac t i vi t ies an d p res enta tions
before t h e m ee t in g an d to tes t a n y tec hn ology.
Ski l ls used i n fac i lita tio n, l i k e app recia t i v e list e n in g
an d effec t i v e q ues tions, ca n b e used outsi d e m ee t ings to
b u ild rela tions h ips an d ge t n eighbors in t e rested i n ge tt in g
i nv o l ved . Thes e s ki l ls a re also usef u l for d iffus in g co nflic t
be t w e e n in d i vidu als an d t h e gro u p before it affects t h e
wh o l e gro u p.
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Notes (or Doodles)
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measuring

success

You might wonder why we should measure our successes in our
neighborhoods. It is extra work. It is complicated, and, besides, we all
know when a neighborhood project, activity, or event is a success or a
failure, right?
Well, there are many reasons that merit the measurement of your
neighborhood’s activities successes.
• It supports continuous learning in your neighborhood
organizations.
• The results of your measurements can become important
neighborhood artifacts.
• Results shared with your neighborhood adds an important element
of transparency and could help build trust.
• Sharing your measured results can help reward the work of your
neighbors.
• It could help lure funding or sustain existing funding.
• It can help inform the strategic direction of your neighborhood
organization.
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What is Evaluation?

The pure and simple truth
is rarely pure and never
simple.
Oscar Wilde

!

We measure our successes through a process called evaluation. Evaluation
is how value is assigned to something. Evaluation is a part of our everyday
lives. In fact, it is easy to assume that people are in a constant state of
evaluation. We evaluate the weather, the traffic, the movies, our neighbor’s
new landscaping, and on, and on. Another interesting characteristic about
evaluation is that the end result of any evaluation depends, in large part, on
the evaluator’s perspective. For example, I love the snow. In my opinion,
few things compare to the feeling and appearance of a beautiful winter’s
landscape as large snowflakes fall and form a shiny white layer on the
ground. It makes sense, then, for me to evaluate those snowy, winter days
as being beautiful. My friend, however, only likes warm, tropical weather.
For her, weather that is hot, humid, and sunny is beautiful. When she sees
weather that is cold and snowy, she would say the weather is awful. So,
how can one person say something is beautiful and another person say
it is awful? The answer is simple: there is a difference in perspective or
framework. The method I use to classify a day as being beautiful is different
than that of my friend. I look for snow, snow flakes, and cold weather. My
friend looks for sun, heat, and humidity. Clearly, there are numerous ways
to evaluate something.

Parts of Evaluation
Evaluating the work of your neighborhood organization is like taking an
exciting journey. You are heading toward a destination, but in order to get
there you must walk on many stepstones. Those stepstones can either
help you get to the next stepstone or they can fail you. Then you would
end up in the creek. Following from the journey example, there are two
main components of an evaluation: the goal (destination) and the objectives
(stepstones).

Goals
A goal is a general statement about what you would like to achieve through
your event, program, organization, or activity. Goals are typically described
through a brief statement like “To make our alleys clean places
to drive, walk, and enjoy.” The intention of a goal is
to provide direction for action, as well as direction
for the objectives that you will measure for your
evaluation. A goal statement can be general and
should capture the spirit of your efforts that
will be evaluated (Kettner, Moroney, & Martin,
1999). It is not necessary to measure your goal
directly. As you will learn below, the goal will
be broken down into different objectives. Those
objectives will be broken down into measurable
parts which, in sum, will provide the results of
your evaluation.
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Objectives
Objectives are the stepstones that lead
to the goals that you are pursuing through your
event, program, organization, or activity. These are
the measurable activities that you have deemed necessary to
complete in order to achieve the goals you have set. Take, for
instance, the goal stated above, relating to clean alleys. One possible
objective would be, “to recruit 15 neighbors to volunteer for a morning
of alley clean-up.” Another possible objective could be, “to collect at least
100 pounds of trash during the alley clean-up.”
In general, objectives should either describe the results you are attempting
to achieve, or describe the way in which you seek to achieve your results.
There are two broad types of objectives: Outcome Objectives and Process
Objectives (Kettner, Moroney, & Martin, 1999). Both of these types of
objectives form the building blocks that lead to the goals of your event,
program, organization, or activity.

Outcome Objectives (Final/Intermediate)
Outcome Objectives are those objectives that deal with the results of your
work. They are the measurable end products that need to be achieved in
order to meet your goals. There are two types of Outcome Objectives:
Intermediate Outcome Objectives and Final Outcome Objectives (Kettner,
Moroney, & Martin, 1999). These two types of Outcome Objectives are
both measurable results, but they occur at different times during the event,
program, or activity.
Intermediate Outcome Objectives describe the results you hope for
before the end of the event, program, or activity. Again, pulling from
the two examples of outcomes for the alley clean-up, the objective, “to
recruit 15 neighbors to volunteer for a morning of alley clean-up”, is
an Intermediate Outcome Objective. This is an Intermediate Outcome
Objective, because it is a result or end (i.e. having 15 volunteers), and it is
necessary to meet this objective before the ally clean up begins.

One of the great mistakes
is to judge policies
and programs by their
intentions rather than their
results.
Milton Friedman

Final Outcome Objectives describe the results you hope for near the
end of the event, program, or activity. The example detailed above,
“to collect at least 100 pounds of trash during the alley clean up”, is an
example of an Outcome Objective. This is a Final Outcome Objective,
because it is a result that will occur at the end of the alley clean up. The
objective that we mentioned above, “to collect at least 100 pounds of trash
during the alley clean up” is an example of a Final Outcome Objective.
The Intermediate Outcome Objectives must be met before the final
outcome objective can be met. They build from one another. In order to
collect 100 pounds of trash, the neighborhood group will need at least 15
neighborhood volunteers.
Intermediate Outcome Objectives are the building blocks that lead to the
Final Outcome Objective. Each Intermediate Outcome Objective must be
met in order to meet the Final Outcome Objective. Each building block
must be placed before the house is finally built.
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Process Objectives
While Intermediate and Final Outcome Objectives deal with measuring the
ends or results of an action, the Process Objectives deal with measuring
the way in which you try to achieve the Outcome Objectives (Kettner,
Moroney, & Martin, 1999). These objectives answer the question, “How
will we do this?”
Consider the example of the Intermediate Outcome Objective, “to recruit
15 neighbors to volunteer for a morning of alley clean-up.” In order to
achieve this objective, you will need to do at least a couple of things. You
will need a process. You might need to send an e-mail to the neighbors
that have an e-mail address. Also, you might need to call those neighbors
that you have phone numbers for, but no e-mail address. Lastly, you might
need to go door-to-door to talk with some new neighbors you have not
met. All three of these things will be separate Process Objectives for that
Intermediate Outcome Objective of recruiting 15 neighborhood volunteers.
Those Process Objectives would be as follows:
(1) To e-mail all 24 neighbors with an e-mail address and ask if they will
volunteer for the alley clean-up.
(2) To call all 10 neighbors with a telephone number, but no e-mail
address, and ask if they will volunteer for the alley clean-up.
(3) To go visit the 10 new neighbors whom I’ve never met and ask if
they will volunteer for the alley clean-up.
As you can see, these Process Objectives pertain to steps that lead to
the Outcome Objective of recruiting 15 volunteers. It is important to
identify process objectives. As you begin to complete the evaluation
process, measurement of process objectives can help one understand the
reasons why a particular Outcome Objective succeeded, or where there is
opportunity to improve.
A Final Note on Objectives – The Three Finishing Touches
Once you have identified all objectives for your goals, it is important
to strengthen those objectives by adding three finishing touches to the
outcome statement. Those three touches are timeframes, measurement
tools, and responsibility assignments. The timeframe is the date or range
of time for which you will complete each objective. The measurement
tool is the way in which you will measure the objective. The responsibility
assignment is simply listing the person or group of people who are
responsible for completing the measurement of the objective.
Take, for instance, the process objective, “To e-mail all 24 neighbors with
an e-mail address and ask if they will volunteer for the alley clean-up.” To
fully complete that Process Objective, it is important to add the timeframe,
measurement tools, and responsibility assignment. For example, “To e-mail
all 24 neighbors with an e-mail address and ask if they will volunteer for the
alley clean-up by June 10, 2008 as measured by the Alley Clean-Up Check
list and to be completed by John Doe.”
It is understandable that, at first glance, this work of identifying goals and
objectives is quite confusing. Remember that they each build from one
another in support of the goals pursued by your group or organization.
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To make better sense of the relationships between goals and objectives, please take a
look at the chart below. We have completed the left portion of the chart. In the space
provided, develop other objectives to assist in this goal.

Try

It!

Goal: To ma k e o u r a l l eys c lea n places to wa l k, d ri v e, an d e njo y.

Final Outcome Objective:

Final Outcome Objective:

Final Outcome Objective:

Intermediate Outcome Objective:

Intermediate Outcome Objective:

To c o l lec t a t leas t 100
po unds of tras h d u rin g
t h e c lea n-u p.

Intermediate Outcome Objective:
To rec rui t 15 v o l un t e ers
fo r t h e c lea n-u p.

Process Outcome:
E-ma i l Neighbors

Process Outcome:

Process Outcome:

Process Outcome:
Ca l l Neighbors

Process Outcome:

Process Outcome:

Process Outcome:
Visi t n e w Neighbors

Process Outcome:

Process Outcome:
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Developing goals and objectives:
building an evaluation plan
Since we are working with, and in, our neighborhood, it is important to get
other neighbors involved in evaluating the events, activities, and programs
of your neighborhood group. One great way to do this is to assemble an
evaluation group or evaluation committee for your neighborhood-based
organization. Recruit and assemble a small working group of between 5
to 8 neighbors and neighborhood stakeholders. Try to make this group as
diverse as possible, with people from all different backgrounds, cultures,
and perspectives. Your evaluation plan will be strengthened by a diversity
of perspectives, while creating the goals and objectives of your evaluation
plan.

Reme

mber!
Wh e n c
re a t i n g
o b je c t i v
es, b e
s u r e to
inc lud
e
t i m e f ra
m es,
m ea s u r
e m en t
to o l s ,
a n d re s
p on s i b
i
lity
as s i g n m
e n ts .
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Once you have the group assembled, set an initial meeting with everyone
at a time and place that is convenient for the group. At that meeting,
provide an introduction to goals and objectives including their definitions
and examples. From there, work with the group to identify goals. If time
remains, identify the Outcome and Process Objectives for the activity,
event, or program you are attempting to evaluate. You might find it
necessary to schedule another meeting to finish the creation of the
objectives. The main goal is to allow the group, through conversation, to
create the goals and objectives for your evaluation. Once you have created
the goals and objectives, display them in a chart that clearly shows the
progression from Process Objectives to Goals. Then, schedule future
meeting times to review the progress of the evaluation plan and discuss
results as they are made available.

Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center

The Old Southside Neighborhood Organization (OSNA) is located
immediately south of downtown Indianapolis. Although its location is
excellent, the neighborhood has not experienced the renaissance that has
occurred in many other downtown-adjacent neighborhoods.
Six leaders of the Organization participated in INRC’s Indianapolis
Community Building Institute pilot program. In addition to learning tools
to help their neighborhood, the leaders needed to complete a project that
helped them utilize those tools and produce measurable results. Their
project was a showcase of residential and commercial property.

Real Life
Scenario

The showcase was a one-day event that included realtors, investors,
developers, and individuals. The Organization hosted an open house, which
highlighted many of the assets of the area, and they physically marked sites
that were vacant and/or available. The goal of the event was to show that
properties were available for renovation or new construction, that they
were affordable, and that they were close to downtown. This showcase
continued the OSNA’s ongoing effort to create an awareness of the
opportunities for redevelopment of housing, commercial properties, and
vacant lots.
The event was held on Saturday, June 25, 2016 and was a rousing success.
In order to measure the success of the event, the OSNA developed a
survey and sent it to 108 attendees. The response rate was 30%, which
was high for a survey of this type. The survey had questions related to
impressions of the neighborhood before and after the showcase, and the
showcase improved some of the impressions. None of the impressions
were lower after respondents attended the showcase.
The survey also showed that 71% of the respondents would consider
purchasing a residential property for redevelopment and that 58% of
the respondents would consider purchasing a commercial property
for redevelopment. Realtors and Commercial Brokers overwhelmingly
saw potential for development in the Old Southside (83%). Thirteen
respondents indicated that they would like to be contacted about
opportunities in the neighborhood.
OSNA will use the survey responses to develop an action plan. The
respondents provided dozens of recommendations for improvement to the
Old Southside. OSNA will evaluate and prioritize those recommendations.
In addition, in order to measure long-term success, OSNA will monitor
the homeownership numbers for five years. In 2016, the percentage of
homeowners was 32%, and OSNA hopes to increase that rate to 50% by
2021.
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We have completed the left portion of the chart below. In the space provided, develop
other objectives to assist in this goal.

G OAL 1 .0
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G OAL 3.0
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A Note on Measurement Tools:
The term “Measurement Tools” conjures up images of scientific proportions:
stethoscopes, rulers, computers, etc. A measurement tool can be as simple
as a sign-in sheet, a to-do check-list, or a simple questionnaire. It’s possible
that notes from a conversation can be a measurement tool. In general, a
measurement tool is anything you use to collect the data that is used to
show how you have completed an objective. For instance, if you want to
measure the 100 pounds of trash you pick up during your alley clean-up,
then your measurement tool will probably be a scale. If you want to have a
neighborhood meeting and one of your Final Outcome Objectives is to have
50 people attend the neighborhood meeting, then your measurement tool
will most likely be a sign-in sheet. The best guide to selecting an effective
measurement tool for your objectives is common sense. With the help of
your evaluation group or committee, think through all of the possibilities for
measuring your objectives and come up with the one or two measurement
tools that will work best.

Now You Have Data, What’s Next:
Telling Your Story of Success

!

There are two main reasons for evaluating all the great things you are doing
in your neighborhood: to learn and to share with others. Learning together
as a neighborhood organization is an important role of an evaluation. As
your evaluation group meets to review the progress of the evaluation
plan, be sure to review the data that has been measured along the way
and discuss the meaning of that data. When appropriate, share that data
with other neighbors who are helping in your neighborhood event, activity
or program. For your neighbors, a final report is often too late. So, it is
important to share your results throughout the process and make changes
when needed. This will support the learning process and strengthen your
neighborhood efforts.
The other main reason for evaluating your neighborhood events, activities,
or programs is to share your successes with the outside world. Again,
use your evaluation group to determine the external audience with whom
you will share your results. Also, determine the best format for sharing
those results. The format for sharing your results might change, depending
upon the types of audiences that will review them (i.e. funders, other
neighborhood organizations, city officials, etc.). There is no correct way
for sharing your results, as long as it is appropriate for your audience. Keep
in mind, however, that it is perfectly fine to be creative and utilize various
methods for sharing (i.e. photographs, charts and tables, narratives, etc.).
When sharing your results, either internally for learning purposes or
externally as a final report, be sure to focus on the successes of your
efforts, even if they were not intended successes. Note any shortcomings
you found through the evaluation, or challenges encountered during
the planning and/or event. No event, activity, or program is perfect
and it is perfectly natural to have room for improvement. It is
good to make note of those shortcomings and discuss how
you have incorporated the learning in your future actions
as a neighborhood. In sum, be creative, focus on your
successes, and learn from your shortcomings.
Organizer’s Workbook
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Inv o l v e part ic ipan ts d i rec t l y wi t h t h e
eva lua tio n proc ess .

Kn o w wh o wi l l b e read in g or re vi e win
g
yo u r eva lua tio n res ults . Kn o w yo u r
aud i en c e.
Focu s o n app ro p riat e goal s an d doc u m en
t
outc ome s .
Doc u m en t som e res ults as q uic kl y as
poss i b l e an d sha re t h e m wi t h yo u r
aud i en c e.
Wh e n sha rin g yo u r eva lua tio n’s res ults
,
b e o p e n abou t sh ortc om ings .

Note: From A Guide to Evaluating Asset-Based Community Development: Lessons, Challenges, and
Opportunities, by T. Dewar, 1997, Chicago: ACTA Publications by John P. Kretzmann and John L. McKnight.
Adapted with permission.

Congratulations!
You made it!
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this book is full of Indianapolis neighborhood success stories
that have inspired others from across the globe. here’s what
people are saying
What a blessing the Organizer’s Workbook has been. I felt that it was a true gift; the timing was perfect; everything in it, speaks of
our work here in Mt. Roskill (Auckland, New Zealand)…I have struggled for a number of months now to know how to put into words
“our story” and I feel that I have finally found the key...
Zena Wrigley, New Zealand
I was thrilled to find the Organizer’s Workbook while doing a Google search on asset-based community development. Its userfriendly feel and practical content has been a source of inspiration and support for our work alongside communities. We’ve shared
the resource with other community workers, organizations, and students too, who also think it’s helpful for their projects.
Rebecca Harrington, New Zealand
The Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center, Organizer's Workbook was a great asset to my Community Organizing class.
It provided hands on and practical principles to assist students in developing as Community Organizers. Students enjoyed
the "Real Life Scenarios" and the application sections to respond to. It definitely brought learning to life for the class! Great
addition to any Community Organizing class or community training.
Maria Koistinen, 2011 Adjunct Faculty, Goodwin Community College
The Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center’s Organizer Workbook is an important toolkit filled with transformational
insights and dynamic lessons that will equip neighbors to begin working and leading stronger, healthier, more sustainable
communities. Change always comes from the leadership of the many - ordinary people who step up, and this workbook will help
many more do that.
Paul Schmitz, former CEO of Public Allies, author of “Everyone Leads: Building Leadership from the Community Up” and faculty member of
the Asset Based Community Development Institute
The INRC Organizer’s Workbook is not only instructive, it’s well-organized, beautifully designed and easy to use, and gets
to the heart of what makes grassroots organizing effective for communities and the people who live, work and play in our
neighborhoods. From beginning to end – the Workbook offers strategies for increasing the capacity of individual and
community-based groups to assess their strengths and resources, develop strategies for improvement, and engage residents,
community leaders and elected officials in implementing real and lasting change in their communities.
Rene Kane, Neighborhood Planner, City of Eugene, board member Neighborhoods, USA and former chair of Jefferson Westside Neighbors,
Eugene, Oregon
I am grateful for the Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center’s Organizer’s Workbook. From the Workbook’s asset-based
and appreciative perspective, students in my community practice course learn how to empower and partner with neighborhoods
to identify assets and respond to opportunities. Students value the accessibility and practicality of the content—they are able to
quickly grasp community building and development concepts and immediately put them into action in their service learning
projects. In addition, by integrating strengths-based and collaborative practices found throughout the resource, they function
more effectively in their service learning teams. My students and I are appreciative of this quality resource full of community
building content, engagement strategies, practical worksheets and guides, real life scenarios, and practice-informed tips.
Amy Murphy-Nugen, PhD, MSW, Assistant Professor, Western Carolina University, Department of Social Work
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